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ABSTRÀCT

This thesis describes a real time pattern recognition

system for prolonged ambulatory EEG recordings. These re-
cordings are played back at 20 times the recording speed.

rn the long term, this research shourd lead to a diagnostic
aid for the analysis of EEG ambulatory recordings. In the

short term, the system wilL aid in the development of EEG

analysis technigues.

Threel subsystems, a feat,ure extractor, a terminal classi-
fier, and a syntactic analyzer comprise the pattern recogni-
tion system. The terminal crassifier assigns a terminal
crass to each one second EEG epoch using the epoch features
generated by the' feature extractor. Then, the terminal
string produced is merged by the syntactic analyzer to
produce a compact string of nonterminals describing the ana-

lyzed signal.

The system is composed of two MC68000 educational boards,

one completed with an e/o circuit and a hardware nultiplier.
To provide a flexible system, software was written in a mod-

ular form and labels are used to define system parameters.

The systern analyzes a single EEG channel and can also be

used as a development system.

1V
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T

INTRODUCTION

The electroencephalogram (eec), a recording of row lever
erectrical signals on the scalp, has proven to be a usefur
non-invasive tool for the study of neurological probrems in-
cruding àleep staging and maturation of newborn (rig 1 ). By

visually scanning an EEG print,out, signal patterns can be

associated with certain phenomena.. For exampre, arpha $¡aves

(rig 1 a) occur when a subject closes his eyes whire in a

restful state. Rhythrns such as sreep spindles (rig 1 c),
are used extensively in sreep research. Epilepsy also can

be associated with certain nave shapes. spike and wave com-

prexes (rig 1 d) are typicar for the petit ma1 variant. of
epi lepsy .

These EEG signals are monitored with a set of scalp elec-
trodes. A conventional EEG recording confines the patient
to a laboratory or hospitar bed and records the signar for a

brief period of time, lasting 30-45 minutes, approximatery

3e" of a twenty four hour day. Abnormarities, extremely use-

ful diagnostically and therapeutically, may not be picked up

1
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in the course of such a brief record. In order to free pa-

tients from the bed and to obtain longer recordings, much

interest and work has been generated for prolonged recording

technigues.

Ives and colleagues at the Montreal Neurological Insti-
tute have pioneered the use of a 24-hour 4-channel on-pa-

tient ambulatory EEG (eeeC) recording system used mainly

with adults. A recorder strapped to the patient, fed by a

preamplifier (amplifying the EEG signal), records a 24-hour

signal on a normaL 120 minute cassette (fig 2l permitting

the patient to go about normal activities. The Children's
Hospitall of ï.finnipeg are using the system with epileptic
chi ldren

Although providing prolonged recording and freedom of

movement, the burden of analyzing the 24-hour EEG signal
lies on the electroencephalographer (EEGer). The actual
playback time (at 20 times the recording speed) is only 1

1/2 hours, however its detailed visual analysis can require
from 2 1/2 to 4 hours. Of the entire record, approximately

Seo to 1Oeo of the signal is usef ul f or diagnostic purposes.

The EEGer's task is divided in two steps: signal pattern

recognition and diagnosis. Signal pattern recognition con-

sist of identifying and classifying the different patterns

that comprise the recording. For example, frequency and am-

plitude of rhythms such as alpha rraves are measured. Other
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signals such as spikes, slow t{avesr êyê blinks are identi-
fied. The second task consists of interpreting these pat-

terns to learn about the patient's hearth state. For exam-

pre spikes can be interpreted as noise or an indicator of

epilepsy. Different stages of sreep are identified using

the different signaJ. patterns corresponding to each stage.

The first process, especially in the case of the AEEG, is
very time consuming and hence computer analysis for this
purpose becomes attractive. Àutomation of signal pattern
recognition wilr free the EEGer to perform his rear job -
that of diagnostician. As a first step to computer analysis
of the AEEG, Thorne (1) in a preliminary study developed a

pattern recognition technique which he divided into two

steps: a decision-theoretic analysis and a syntactic pat-
tern recognition analysis.

Decision-theoretic analysis consists of dividing the EEG

signal into one second segments (epochs). This epoch size
tracks the dat,a well and is short enough to detect any sig-
nificant transients. A set of discrirninating varues are

first computed to form a feature set, From this feature
set, linear discriminant analysis classifies the epoch into
one of seven different classes. once the decision-theoretic
technique has crassified the EEG epochs into terminals, or
prinitives, the syntactic pattern recognition analysis merg-

es crassifications using a context free grammar. Thirty
second records, containing 30 symbols describing each sec-
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ond, vrere collapsed into a few nonterminar symbors repre-

senting that record.

The work done by Thorne and the experience gained with
the children's Hospital of winnipeg served as the ground

work for the research presented in this thesis. Two objec-
tives were adopted: 1 ) fo further the research in pattern
recognition techniques and Ð To deverop a system for rear-
time implementation of these technigues.

Às alluded above, three subsystems comprise the pattern
recognition system: feature extraction, terminar classifi-
cation, , and syntactic analysis. Feature extractíon is the
process of computing from the digitised data a set of dis-
criminating values which are then used by the terminal cras-
sifier to classify the one second epoch. syntactic analysis
wiLr reduce the terminal string produced by the terminal
classifier to a more concise string.

The feature extractor first computes the power density
spectrum (pps) from 128 samples of EEG data (a one second

epoch) using either an autoregressive (en) model or a known

zero autoregressive (nzan) model. From the pDs and the mod-

e1 coefficients, a discriminant feature set is determined
for epoch classification.

The next subsystem, the Èerminal classifier, uses linear
discriminant analysis, to crassify the epochs. crassifica-
Èion is performed by a set of decision functions which use
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the feature set proyided by the feature extractor. The EEG,

much like any other human characteristic, is unique for each

individual. As an exampre, in younger patients the signal
will be usuarry larger in ampritude (rigure 1d). Intra-sub-
ject variabirity of the EEG indicates that the ideal set of
decision functions is unique for each patient. To account

f or thi s var iabi 1i ty r êìn adapt ive procedure $ras implemented.

It uses the on-going classifications of the subject record
to adjust the decision functions.

The terminal classifier provides a string of EEG crassi-
fications. À 24 hour recording provides over 96ro00 such

classifiLations. The syntactic analyzer, the third subsys-
tem, identifies patterns within this string to give a more

concise description of the recording by corlapsing sections
of the terminal classifier string output.

The three subsystems must perform their operations within
the time window used to digitize the EEG epoch signal. At
the increased playback speed of 20 times, each epoch occu-
pies 50 ms (prayback time). playback-tirne implementation
was accomprished using the 68000 processor. rt provides
16-bit computational accuracy (32 bit additions) and easily
manipurates the 12-bit digitized signal. Two Motorora edu-
cational boards, the first one augmented with a wire-wrap
board containing a 16-bit hardware murtiprier and a singre
channel analog to digital converter, provide a system for
both developing analysis routines and the processing of a
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single EEG channel. The additions to the first board pro-

vide the speed necessary for the computational load required

by the feature extractor. The feature set is dumped from

the first board via a parallel port to the second one where

terminar crassification and syntactic anarysis process the

feature set.

Modular programming was used to provide a flexible soft-
ware environment where parameters such as model order, model

used (aR,xzan), algorithms used (¡unc,DURBrN), decision
functionsr o! grammarsr cân easily be changed. The three

subsystems are linked onry by the data passed from one oper-

ation to another. changes within the routines of each sub-

system affects the other subsystems only if the data ex-

changed is affected. As long as the f.eature set definition
remains the same, changes to the feature extractor remain

transparent to the terminal classifier.

objectives for each of the three subsystems can be summa-

rized as follows:

Feature extractor: Provide a real-time feature ex-

tractor; verify the effect on pattern recognition for
the ÀR model versus the KZAR model, the BURG algor-
ithm versus the DURBIN algorithm.
Terminal classifier: Provide a flexible real-time
terminal classifier with an adaptation scheme.

1

2



3. Syntactic analysis: Develop a

grammar definition and for the

a 24-hour EEG record.

9

system for flexible
real-time analysis of

chapter rr describes in more detail each of the three
subsystems and the algorithms used in performing these

tasks. chapter rrI takes a rook at hardware imprementation.

chapter rv presents the system performance, that is compar-

ing the differences between moders and algorithms; and veri-
fying the accuracy of the 16-bit system using an Arndahl

mainframe as a reference. Recommendations and conclusions
complete the thesis in the fifth and last chapter.



IT

THE PÀTTERN RECOGNITION SYSTEM

chapter r introduced the pattern recognition system which

consists of three subsystems: feature extraction, terminal
classification, and syntactic analysis. This chapter pres-

ents an ,overview of the subsystems' pertinent theory and

their functional descriptions. The three subsystems in the

EEG pattern recognition system are .irnplemented in a real-
time 68000 based system using modular programming. Chapter

rrI gives an overview of the recognition system hardware and

software. À general softr¡are and detailed hardware descrip-
tion can be found in the appendices. The 'EEG pattern Rec-

ognition System Software' manual, pFinted under separate

cover, contains software flowcharts and Listings.

2.1 THE FEATURE EXTRÀCTOR

Feature extraction consists of taking a one second epoch

of sampled EEG data, and computing a set of features to be

used for classification of that epoch. such a definition is
a heuristic approach at deternining a suitabre discriminat-

10
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ing set for epoch classification. The electroencepharogra-

pher in his pattern recognition measures frequency and rela-
tive magnitude of the signal for rhythmic signars whiÌe sig-
nals such as spikes and eye movements are distinguished by

their shapes (rig 3).

The power density spectrum vras found to give discriminat-
ing values (1). To determine the pDs, the EEG signal is
treated as a srow varying non-stationary signaJ.. EEG gener-

ation is modelled as an AR process (see Fig 4), with the AR

moder parameters varying from one epoch to the next. An ep-

och is chosen to be one second in length. The one second

int'erval r' over which stationarity is assumed, is short
enough to track the signar and long enough to reliably com-

pui. the PDS using autoregressive modelling

The autoregressive moder firt,er is all pole with the for-
lowing transfer tunction

H(z) -G/ (l*3a(n)"-k) 2.1
k=L

where G is the filter gainr p is the moder order and a(k)
are the autoregressive moder coefficients. rt provides good

spectrar results from the short record rengths (21, Effi-
cient algorithms exist (ouRglH and BURG) to provide the AR

parameters. BURG's argorithm (3) guarantees a stable fil-
ter. DURBTNTs argorithm (21 is more efficient, but can gen-

erate an unstable filter. This instability can be detected
during computation.
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v ( n )H(z)w(n)

Figure 4¡ Modelring the EEG signal: w(n) is a white noise
sequence, H(z) typically is an all pole model.
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The AR moder does not accurateJ-y represent the the 10w

freguency region of the EEG power spectrum. The recording

eguipment introduces a zero which firters out components

less than approximately 1 Hz. To account for this zero, the

AR model is extended to the known zeÊo autoregressive (nzen)

model by simply adding a zero at dc (i.e.z=1).

H¡2¡p( z ) c(1 z-11 / (1 +
p
E a(k) "-klk=L

2.2

The spme methods of determiníng the parameters of the ÀR

filter are used for the KZAR firter except that the data is
first passed through the inverse of the known zero (rig 5).
The signal s(n) is computed from the EEG signar y(n) leaving
an AR modeL.

Tt¡e feature set is comprised of spectral features deter-
mined from the PDS and the AR model parameters. À stepwise
discriminant analysis is used to determine which features
are discriminatory for epoch crassification. Decision func-
tions are also produced from this analysis.



H^*( z ) (t-z- t )wN(n)
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2.1,1 Implementation of the Feature Extractor

Fig 6 illustrates the feature extractor system. The e/o
converter digitizes the EEG signal at prayback time by in-
terrupting the 68000 processor at a rate of 2.s6 kHz. A

swinging buffer configuration of two 129 word (16-bits)
buffers, provides a configuration where one buffer is firled
while the other one is being processed.

To eriminate any dc varue that may have been inadvertent-
Iy introduced in the data the mean varue of each 12g data
array is subtracted out. The mean varue is computed by sum-

ming the, 128 data points using 32-bit arithmetic and then
shifting the 32-bit word by 7 positions to the right (corre-
sponds to division by 12e).

Next a Hamming window is app}ied to the data to reduce
the effect of the'truncation when computing the ÀR and auto-
correlation coefficients. windowing the data consists of
multiplying the data array with stored hamming window coef-
ficients to yield a new data array

sr(n) = s(n) w(n) 2.3

where w(n) 0.54 0.46cos (Zrn/lZl ) fì=0r1r...1127

2.4
are the window coefficients.

For

i nver se

Èhe

of

KZÀR modeL, the data

the known zero before

array is passed through the

windowing. The array s(n)
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is computed from the EEG data array, y(n), with its mean

moved as shown in Fig. 7. once the data array has

preprocessed, AR coefficients and G2 are computed using
of two routines: BURG or DURBIN.

18

re-

been

one

Durbin's algorithm computes p (model order) coefficients
from p+1 autocorrelation values. using a hardware multipli-
er which provides multiplication and accumulation, the auto-
correlation coefficients are estimated using

N-t
r(v) = E s(i)s(i+v)

i=0
0<v<p;N=128 ¿.3

These' estimated

used in a recursive

recursive'procedure

equat ions.

autocorrelation coefficients are then
procedure developed by Durbin (2).. This
is represented by the following set of

2.6a

2.6b

2.6c

2.'7a

2.7b

2.7c

2.9

l¡=
E = (l

a(1,1)

r(1)/r(0)
k2)r(0)

=k

i-1
lç= -t r(i) + E

j=1
a(j,i-1)r(i-jl J/E

a(i,i) = k

a(j,i) = a(j,i-1) + k a(i-j,i-1) 1<j<i-1

E

ç2 E/scal.e

( 1-¡< 2 )e
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Eguations 2.6 indicate initialization of variables before
recursion is initiated. The partial coefficient k is used

to verify stability. During recursion, if k ever exceeds 1

(2.7a1, then the firter produced is unstable. The epoch en-
ergy, E, is recursively updated by equation 2.7c. The gain
92 is simply the scaled value of E at the end of the recur-
sive procedure ( 2.8 ) . The scar ing f act,or alrows proper
scaling of the pDs to provide significant values. The shape

of the PDS and rerative scale is of more importance than the
absolute value of the pDS.

A matrix a( j,Í), e.7b) , is used to compute the AR coef _

ficients (rig. 8). Àt each recursion, the coefficients of
the model order i are computed from the coefficients of the
previous model order i-1 with the initial conditions speci-
fied by a(1'1) (2.6c). Thus the iterations are started at
i=2 and repeated until i=p. The coefficients are then
transferred from the matrix to an array for further process-
ing (2.9).

2.9

The subroutine DURBTN first calls the subroutine AUTCRI

which conputes the autocorrer.at ion coef f ic ient,s r ( k ) .

DURBTN then proceeds to calculate the AR coefficients and G2

from the results of AUTCRI.

a(j) a(i'P) 1<jcp
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a(j,i) a(1,1) a
a

(
(

1

2
I

,
2
2

)
)

a(1,3) o .
a(2,31 . o

a(3r3) . .

cl

a
a
C¡

(
(
(
(

1

2
3
4

p
p
p
p

)
)
)
)

,
ì
f

a (p,p)

The index i refers to the model order.

Figure 8¡ Matrix a(j,i) used to compute the AR coefficients
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Burg's algorithm (3) computes the AR coefficients direct-
Iy from the data array and does not reguire computation of
the autocorreration coefficients as does DURBIN. His cri-
teria h¡as to minimize the average output power of the m+1

prediction error filter with respect to the single parameter

a (m,m) .

The algorithm starts by initializing two working arrays
(b1 , b2l , the elernent a(1,1) of matrix a(m,k), and the power

P as shown in the following equations.

b1 = s(n-1 )

', b2 = s(n)

1<n<
1<n<

2 .10a

2. 10b

2.11

¿. 1¿a

2.12b

2,13a

2.13b

2 .14a

a(1,1)
N-1

' 2nlo" (n ) s (n+1 )ZîÈåts2(n) + s2(n+1) l
N-P-E
n=

I
s
0
2(n)

- a2(1,1)l P

N=1 28

0<n<N-m-1

Recursion starts with index m=2 and ends when m=p. coef-
ficients of model order m are computed using coefficients of
the lower moder order m-1. Each recursion consists of up-
dating b1 and b2 (2.131 , updating the erenent.s of the matrix
a(m,k) from b1 and b2 (2.141, and finally evaluating p

(2.19).

P = [l

a (urrm)

b1 = b1 (n) - a(m-1,m-1)b2(n)

b2 = b2(n) - a(m-1,m-1)b1 (n+1 )

N-sr-l N-¡r-lr 2.E^b1 (ilb2(i) /.2_[b12(i) + b22(i)]i-0 'i-0-



a(m,k) = a(m-1 ,k) - a(m,m)a(m-1,m-k)

1<kcp

23

2.14b

2.16

2.17

2.19

P i-l - [l - à2 (¡rrn]J pi 2.15

Burg's argorithm produces coefficients whose val,ues dif-
fer in sign from that of Durbin's. The results of Burg's
algorithm are negated (2.16) to alrow the use of the same

routine for PDs computation regardless of the routine used

to compute the ÀR coefficients. The filter gain sguared is
computed using G2 = p/scale.

a(j) = -a(p,k)

p-i
z(i) - a(i) +-E a(k)a(X+i¡

k=l
0.i.P a(0) = 1.0

P(r¡) - G.2/{r(O)
p

+ 2 .t, -(z(i )cos(iu,T) ì
I -.[

(¡¡- 2tt t r 1/N

using the AR coefficients and G2 produced by one of the
above algorithms, the povrer density spectrum is evaluated.
Àn efficient algorithm for pDS computation is presented by

Makhoul (2). The autocorrelation of t,he impurse response of.r' p
the inverse f ilter ¡(z) r .'t **I, ¡(k) z'k, is evaluated as

shown in 2.17 and used to compute the pDs (2.19). The val-
ues of cos(it^¡T) are precomputed and saved for the the band-
width 0 - 30 Hz and a frequency resolution of 0.5 Hz.
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This procedure produces the PDS directly when using an AR

model. With the KZAR model another step is required due to

the known zeÊo introduced into our modelting. Equation 2.19

shows the evaruation of the PDs for the KZAR model- where H¡p

is t,he AR component of the KZÀR transfer function and H62¡p

is the zero (l z-1 ).

The second term can be evaluated as shown in 2.20. The

values f or lH¡n( z, 12 are provided by pv¡DEN. Equat ion 2.21

shows the procedure used for evaruating the po¡rer density
spectrum for the KZÀR model.

PDS - l"*r^" hl lz - lH¡n(")H znnolzl lz
r lHen( zl l2l"zeno( zl l2

lxzenO(z',12 r ltl .- j'T¡¡a
: lr - cos(or) + j sin(rr) l2
= {l - cos(r.ot)}2 + sin2(oT)
, 2(1 - cos(ot) )

2.19

2.20

PnZln(r) . pO*(ar) 2n - cosoT) r=1/N 2.21

The subroutine PWDEN computes the PDS from the ÀR coeffi-
cients and G2. PT,{KZR calls pwDEN before nultiplying the re-
sults with the factor of 2.21. The pDS is then used by t,he

subroutine FEÀT to compute spectral features.

The resultant feature set is composed of
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1 ) Value G2

2l AR coefficients
3) Spectral Features

where G2 and the ÀR coefficients are provided by DURBIN or
BURG. sixteen spectral features are produced by FEÀTRS.

The EEG spectrum is divided into the six frequency bands

0-1 .5 Hz, 2-4 Hz, 4.5-7 Hz, 7 .S-12 Hz, 12.5-16 Hz, 16.5-30

Hz. The power in each band along with their ratios to the
total power and 4 features rerated to the spectral maximum

(maximum polrer value, the f reguency of this maximum, a value
reflecting the slope around the maximum, and the number of

I

spectral peaks) make up the spectral features.

The poner in the six bands are computed by summing the
power in each of the 0.5 Hz intervals of the pDs (2.22) and

their ratio to thg total power is then taken to form 6 other
f eatures (2.23') .

P(o¡ -, j)
l
E P(k)

k=i 2.22

2.23p (o¡-toj) l
E

k I

60
P(k) / z pft,t

k=0

Four spectrar maximum features comput,ed are the maximum

power varue, the frequency at which this maximum is found, a

value proportional to the slope around this maximum and fi-
nally the number of spectral peaks found in the pDs.
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The slope around each point p(i) is computed using 2.24.
tf. s1 is positive and s2 is negative, then p(i) is a peak

varue. The number of peaks is incremented by 1 and p(i) is
compared with the current maximum peak va1ue. The slope

value is computed by summing s1 and s2. tnitially, for p(0),

only s2 is caLcurated and tested to see if it is negative.
rf negative, then P(0) becomes the current maximum, and the
slope around the maximum is set to Z*s2.

s1(i)
s2(i)

2.24a

2.24b

\

Stepwise discriminant analysis determines which elements

of the feature set have discrimination potential for termi-
nal cLassification. The results of this anarysis are used

by the terminal classifier to determine the set of discrimi-
nant features to be extracted from t,he feature set and used

in epoch classification.

2.2 TERMINAL cLAssIFIcÀTIoN

Terminar crassification is performed generalry by divid-
ing an N-dimensionar feature space into M decision regions
(M classes). The discriminant feature set defines a point
which falls into one of the decision regions. The class as-
sociated with that region becomes the class to rhich the EEG

epoch being processed belongs.



Given M classes and N

are given by
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features, the linear decision func-
tions q.(x)-1-

9i(x) 1<i<M 2.25

where ¿1= {x.¡, x2t xs¡ x4¡ ....x¡r1} and the weight vectors
li I {u¡r, rizr uisr rjar risr ...rlri}lrci}. The decision
rule for crassification consists of choosing i such that

9 i(x) is maximized. Multiplying the weight vectors by -1
results in minimizíng g¡(¿) instead of looking for a maximum

vafue.

À decision weight matrix is stored in memory as shown in
Fig 9. The rout,ine cLAss uses this matrix arong with an ar-
ray containing discriminant, features to classify the EEG ep-

och used to compute the feature set. The decision is re-
turned in register D0 which contains the number

corresponding to the crass to which the epoch belongs.
changing the weight matrix changes the terminal classifier
without any other modifications.

one or more decision spaces can be used. rn pararrel
crassification, a single space ( and thus a singre set of
decision functions) crassifies the epochs. seguentiar cras-
sification (5) consists of dividing the M crasses into z

groups, pêrforming a decision determining in which group the
epoch belongs using 2 decision functions, and then repeating
the process wit,h the group chosen until onry two classes are
left. À final decision is then made to determine the epoch

class (rig 10).

T
= ll: a x

-I
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M

N+1

the number of weight vectors
(i.e. number of classes)

the number of elements in each vector(i.e. number of features + 1)
It
!z
tss
ts¿

!.y

vectors each containing N+1 values
!i'{u¡r, riz, risr....rt{i¡ ,ci}

Figure 9: Decision weight matrix stored in memory

Paraller classification requires NoM multiplications and

(H+r).M additions. seguential crassification requires at
most 2N{1+INT(1ogzM) } multiplications and

2(H+1){1+rNr(logzM)} additions if M is nor a power of 2, in
whích case the term 1+lNf(logzM) becomes simply 1og2M. Se-

quential classification proves to be more efficient than
pararler classification but more difficurt to imprement. À

combination of both methods alIows grouping of like crasses

together (See Fig 11).

The classification routine was written to allow easy im-
prementation of pararler classification or a combination of
parallel and sequential crassification. Art that needs to
be done is to define different weight matrices for each par-
arrel classification scheme. $tithin 50 mirliseconds, 2s0o

nuLtiplications will take 40 milliseconds reaving 10 milli-
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Class 1

Cl¡sc C

ass 2

Cl¡r¡ À

Iass 3

Class D

lass 4

Class 5

Class B

C1ass 6

Figure 10¡ Seguential Classification
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Figurc 11¡ courbining serial and paralrcl. classif ication
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seconds for overhead and syntactic processing. For pararrel

classifications, NoM must not exceed 2500. For examprer us-

ing 50 discriminant features, the maximum number of classes

allowed would be 50. rn the case of sequentiar crassifica-
tion, the number of classes could be increased.

on-going training consists of using the current crassifi-
cations to update the decision functions. consider the dis-
tance calculation in 2.26 where ¿ is the coordinate of the
feature set of the epoch to be crassified, and Eni is the

mean of Èhe training set of features of the class i.

I, l*-'rill= ll¿l l-zÄgri* lls.mill 2.26

The term I l¿l I can be ignored since it is independent of i.
Thus the distance'wi11 ¡nini¡nized if

¡n

-2Ë'osmi + llurill 2.27

is minimized. Eguivalently, minimizing 2.27 is the same as

nax imiz ing

Sorr 1/zl lu,ri I I 2.28

comparing the results in 2.28 to the decision function of
2.25, the weight vector !.i of the decision function can be

considered the training set mean !ri with the constant c

defined by 2.29.

ci = -1/21 lurll I 2.29
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The weight vectors can be adjusted as current
classifications are averaged. After a sufficíent number of

epochs of a particurar class have been processed, the weight

vectors are updated to better conform to the recorder and

subject being processed.

To accomprish this¡ €r correction matrix, separate from

the decision weight matrix, is updated every time a classi-
fication is done. Fig 12 shows how the correction matrix is
saved in memory. I'fxcNT indicates the number of classif ica-
tions of a particular class needed before updating the
weight matrix. This value is compared to the last varue of
the corr\ection array (cNr(i)) each tirne it is updated. when

cNT(i) has reached ldxcNTr each erement of the array is di-
vided by M:rcNT by shifting Èhe number of Éimes indicated by

sHFcNT. MxcNT is linited to a power of 2 permitting effí-
cient division using the shift operation. updating the cor-
rection arrays consists of summing the elements of the fea-
ture set to the corresponding element in the correction
array and then dividing by 2 (averaging). The value of c

in the weight arrays is computed using

Nci- -1/2r:l"fr 2.30

The routine CORI|AT implements the

À user can simply call the subroutine

is performed by CLASS.

adaptation procedure.

after classification
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samples to be t,aken before updating
weighr marrix (10 bits)
shifts needed Èo divide the elements

he correction matrix by l,fXCNT

Correct i on
gi - {rirr

arrays
Yizt ri3r ....1{¡* ,cNT( i ) ]

!y

Figure 12¿ Correction Matrix

2.3 SYNTÀCTIC PATTERN

The 24-hour EEG record transforms into a string of over
86'000 terminals necessitating an on-going syntactic analy-
sis. Thorne's grammar, made up of five steps, is utilized
to provide ongoiqg analysis. These five steps are

1. Merge adjacent terminals,
2. Merge patterns of mixed strings formed by terminals

(r) and nonterminals (NT),

3. Assign irregular nonterminal code to remaining iso-
lated unclassified terminals,

4. Merge adjacent identical nonterminals,
5. Merge patterns of nonterminals.

The production merging rures making up his grammarr ôrê
placed in a priorized order to omit any confrict as to which
production is to be applied at any time.
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Four buffers are used for syntactic anarysis. A record

buffer contains the finar resurt when alr analysis is done.

A working buffer is divided into two sections (rig 13): a

nonterminal section and a mixed string section. The other
two buffers, time buffers, contain the number of epochs as-

sociated with each symbor in their corresponding buffer.

The first three grammar steps transform the mixed string
into nonterminars while the last two steps merge the nonter-
minal string. Reduction of the mixed string is repeated un-

tir the working buffer is furl and no further reduction can

be done. The nonterminar string is then merged making more

room for bdditionar terminars. Merging of both strings un-

tir no nerging of either string can be done indicates that a

certain number of leftrnost symbols can be considered in the
their final form. Moving them to a record buffer makes more

Nontcrminal String lrli xed St r i ng

Dordcr

Figure 13: Working Buffer

room for further processing.

The symbors are represented by single byte numbers giving
255 possibre symbols. Defining the first NT symbol parti-
tions the 255 values where the first partition contains num-



bers that are terminals, the other partition

For example, if hex 20 is the first nonterminal

0 1F make up the set of terminal values while

up the nonterminal values. FF ís reserved for

code.
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nonterninals.

symbol, then

20 - FE make

the IRREGULÀR

In the first step, the mixed string section of the work-

ing buffer is scanned from the begining to the end checking

for adjacent identical. symbols by the routine MRGTER. When

this arises, they are counted and then replaced by a nonter-

minal symbol. If the identical symbol is a terminal, the

nont,erminal code is obtained from a table using the terminal

code as the offset from the start of the table to address.

If identical nonterminals are adjacent, they are merged

nithout changing their code. Àfter the merge the end of the

string is shifted over and checked for more identical sym-

bols. '

Àt the end of the working buffer, terminals may be merged

together before all of them are available (see Fig 15). T1

will not be merged witb Nf1 unless the following terminals

are also T1, then two adjacent NT1 will be merged together.

If the following terminal is different, then T1 will be iso-
lated and should be merged with NT1. This condition is
Iooked for after all merging of identical symbols has been

per formed.
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T-TTT;I trr-t
nlnl

LI

Figure 14: Merging ldentical Synbols in the llixed String
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FtTr' F.2 Ts

Àfter filling the buffcr.

Figure 15: Merging identicar terminars at the end of the
buf fer

tr¡t 1r F-r-liì

r--Tj
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In the second step, once the identical terminals have

been merged, the st,ring is verified for patterns of mixed

strings by the subroutine MXSTR. The production rules for
merging mixed strings of terminals and nonterminals are cod-

ed using two words (see Fig 15). If the first upper byte of
the 32 bit rure is zetor then two symbors are merged xx <-

Yyzz, that is the code xx repraces the pattern yyzz where xx
is a nonterminal code and ry,zz can be either terminal or

00xx Ytzz
r.rwxx Yyzz
01xx 00YY

Case 1

Case 2
Case 3

- Two at a time
- Three at a time

Single conversion

F.igure 16: Production rul-e coding for merging mixed strings

nonterminal codes.

If the upper byte is nonzero, then three symbols are
merged, ww <- ,lNYYzz. The three symbor pattern xxyyzz is
repraced by l{I{. rf the upper byte is equar to 01 then the a

single symbol is replaced by a nonterminal code, that is yy

is repraced by xx. If the first byte is 02, then the end of
the production rule table has been reached. These varues of
00, 01, and 02 being terminal codes wirl never occur in the
first byt,e of a production rure. This scheme means that the
nonterminal codes nust start at a value greater than 02.
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Mixed string productions limited to merging 3 symboÌs,
will merge combinations of terminals and nonterminals in the
mixed string section of the working buffer. The productions
are appried from the start of the terminal section to the
synbol occupying the fourth last position, guaranteeing that
the last 4 symbols merge only by production rules which
merge 3 symbors and leaving the Last symbol intact. This
guarantees that any terminars which are added to filr the
buffer and are to merge with the l-ast symbol will do so.

For example, consider the case where a production rure
merging 3 symbols occurs before one nerging 2 symbors and

that the\two symbors merged in the second rule are the same

as the first two synbors of the first rule (rnerging 3 sym-

bors). rf these two symbols are the rast ones the work

buffer and rures are applied from beginning to end. The

lower priority production rule will then be applied even

though there is a possibility that the next terninar pro-
duced should be merged using the first rule. The merging of
identicar terminals always remaíns the higher priority. As

weLl Lower priority rures will not be applied before higher
priority rules.

rn the third step, the subroutine ASSIRR scans the mixed

string for terminals sandwiched between nonterminals. They

are assigned an TRREGULAR code (SFF). when this is complet-
êd, the boundary is moved to the right until the first ter-
minal is encountered (rig. 171. Thus symbors merged into a
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string containing nonterminars novr become part of the non-

terminal section of the work buffer.

rdentical juxtaposed nonterminars are now merged in the
fourth step. This usuaÌly occurs when a rong string of sim-
ilar terminals have been truncated by the end of the working

buffer. rt will arso merge any TRREGULAR codes that may be

j uxtaposed.

When

merging

€r r the

the buffer
can be done

nontermi nal

the fifth

is full of nonterminals or no further
in the nixed string section of the buff-

section of the working buffer is col-
step: merging of nonterminal strings.Iapsed in

The subroutine MRGNT uses production rules to merge pat-
terns of nonterminals. There is no limit to the number of
nonterminars that can be merged. The productions are coded

as shown in Fig 18. The first word contains the number of
words which cont.ain the production ruIe. rf the number of
terminars to be merged is even, then the second word of the
rure is of the form 00xx, where xx is the nonterminal re-
placing the string. rf this number is odd then the second

word is of the form xxyy where xx is the nonterminal replac-
ing the merged string and yy is the first nonterminal in the
merge string. The end of the production list has a count of
0.

Às in the case of
rule is applied one at

mixed strings¡ â

to the nonterminal

nrerg i ng

a time

product i on

section of
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COUNT

COUNT

0oxx

XXYY

Yyzz

ZZAA

. .. .AABB

....BBCC

Case 1 -
Case 2

Even number of
symbols
Odd number of
symboJ.s

Figure '18 ¡ Ru1es f or merging nonterminal strings

the working buffer. Àgain the last few symbors in the

string must be protected to make sure a production rule of
lower priority is applied before one of higher priority.
Defining a maximum number of symbols merged, say X, as part
of Èhe production rist, the rules are appried making sure

that the Last x symbors are not processed by rures merging
\

less than X symbols.

After merging of patterns, the nonterminal string is
checked for adjacent identical nonterminal symbors which are

merged. work on the terminal string can now be resumed

since the merging of the nonterminar string has reft room

for additional terminals.

!{hen no merging of either section of the buffer can be

done and that the buffer is furr¡ ô predetermined number of

symbols are removed from the start of the buffer and stored
in the record buffer .(times included). More room is avail-
able and the process is started again.

I{henever any merging occurs, the time buffer is arways

updated. The end of the string is then moved over to the
right freeing the bytes at the end of the work buffer.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PATTERN RECOGNITION SYSTEM

Chapter II describes how the system recognizes EEG signal
patterns. This chapter introduces the hardrùare and software

which makes up the system. Two Motorola 68000 educational

boards (eCn) compose the system. The first one, the feature
\

extraction (fe) board, is interfaced to a wire lrrap board

containing a single channeL l2-biE A/D converter, a 16-bit
multiplier, and 32K of static RÀM replacing the on-board dy-

namic RAM. These additions increase the board speed. The

second board, the terminal classification/syntactic analysis
(rCrls¡) board, receives the feature set via a parallel port

and provides terminal classification and syntactic analysis.
More information regarding hardware and softrare is found in

the appendices. À detailed description of the system soft-
ware is found in the manual rEEG Pattern Recognition System

Software' (13). The MC68000 EDUCÀTIONAL COMPUTER BOÀRD

USERTS MANUAL (8) contains a complete description of the ed-

ucational board.

43
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software was nritten in a modurar styre to arlow custom-

izing of the recognition system. For exampre, one may use

either the KZAR model or the AR moder using either BURGIs or

DURBTNT s algorithms. parameters such as the number of fea-
tures in each of the subsystems are easily changed via a

variabre list. For instance buffers can be moved in the

memory by changing Labers. Labels are also used to define
nonterminar and t,erminar symbors in the syntactic analysis.
This facilitated easy coding of the production rules.

3..1 SYSTEM HARD!.TÀRE

i
The ECB provides

bler, not only for
system development.

a suitable
proc ess i ng

The board

system coupled with an assem-

the 'EEG signal, but also for
provides

1. a 4 t"flz MC.68000 processor,

2. 32 kilobytes dynamic RAM,

3. a 16 kbyte ROM monitor (rUrOn),

4. two serial RS-232 communications ports,
5. a PL/T MC68230 tímer/parallel interface device,

6. and a wire wrap area.

The 16-bit processor, with a 16-bit data bus, a 23-bit
address bus, eight 32-bit data registers, seven 32-bit ad-

dress registers, two 32-bit stack pointers, a 32-bit program

counter and a 16-bit status register, offers programming ca-
pabilities such as fourteen addressing modes and 56 powerfur
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instruction types including 16 bit signed and unsigned mul-

tipJ-y instructions. It is thus well suited for the heavy

computation load reguired for the analysis of the EEG sig-
nar. À detailed description of the device can be found in
the Motorola data sheet (71 and user's manual (6).

The first 2304 byt,es of the 32 kbyte RAM (address O-SBFF)

are used for the 68000 exception vector table and the moni-

tor's scratchpad RAM leaving over 28 kirobytes for the user.
The dynamic RAM slows down the 68000 by requesting the bus

roughly every 2 ns and inducing wait states when memory is
accessed. The FE board's dynamic RAM was therefore replaced

Iby faster static RAM to increase the board's speed.

A total of 26 commands comprise the TUTOR monitor command

set. Two of these are used for uploading and downJ.oading

software to and f.rom a host computer. The monitor arso has

various commands for debugging routines. For instancer up

to eight breakpoints can be set and a trace command executes

instructions one at a time. software can also be examined

and changed by an on board assembler/atsassembler.

Two MC6850 ÀcrÀ's provide asynchronous communication to a

terminal and a host computer. A pass t,hrough capability
linking the terminal directry to the host with a 68000 as-

sembrer computer provides for convenient assembly and edit-
ing of source code. softrare can then be downLoaded direct-
ly into the educational board from the host. The Mc6g230
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tímer/parallel interface contributes a 24 bit progranmable

timer used for timing routines and parar.lel ports. one of
the ports is used for communication between the two ECB's

for feature set transfer. The wire wrap area on each board

was used to add two 2732A EpRoM providing 8K of non volatile
memory for the user's programs.

3.1 .1 Recoqnition System Hardware

Figure 20 shows a brock diagram of the hardware used for
development of the EEG analysis routines. Modifications
nere made on the FE board to 1 ) provide the bus to the wire
grrap bo\ard , 2) allow parallel communication with Tc/sA

board, and 3) disabre the dynamic RAM (see the appendix A).

The system bus is brought to the wire wrap board using a
50 pin ribbon cabre. The 50 signals consist of the 16-bit
data bus (oo-olsi, the 23 data bus Lines A1-A23 , 4 function
code biÈs (rco-r'c1 ), the upper and lower data strobe lines
(ñ-s,Eõ3), 6 controt Iines (ñESET,ß,a/fr,õliFn, 6800 rRe,

Vm), 3 cJ.ocks (4 wtz, 8 ttJi,z, l MHz), and 4 user lines. Two

of the .user lines are used for signal RÀMEN which enables

the static RAM and for signar E1 used in addressing Ehe a/o
and the hardware multiplier (address segment S20000

S2FFFF). The other two are available for future use.

The 68230 port B of each board is used for communications

between them. Two rines on the FE board are exchanged to
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provide proper handshaking with the contror lines of the
Tc/sA board. The pararrel communications provides transfer
rates of 300 ns per byte.

A terminal is connected to port 1 of the FE board whire
port2 is connected to port 1 of the TC/sÀ board. The host is
accessed using port 2 of. the TCrlSA board. Using the trans_
parent mode of the ECB boards, the terminal can access ei-
ther board or the host. As well-, software can be downloaded

TABLE 1

Memory Map of the FE Board
\

s 00000
s00008
s00400
$00900
$08000
s 0c000
S0EFFF
$ 1 0000
$1 0040
$1 0044
$20000
s2000À
s2000F
$30000

to either board.

Table 1 shows the memory map for the FE board which in-
cludes the hardware multiplier and ArlD system located ín the
page $20000 $2FFFF. The Tc/sA board has an identicat mem-

ory map except that $20000 $2FFFF is not used.

$00007
s003FF
s008FF
$07FFF
$0BFFF,
SoDFFF
S0FFFF
$1 003F
$1 0043
$lFFFF
$20007
$20008
S2FFFF
$FFFFFF

RESET vector (nOl¿)
Exception Vector Table (neU)
TUTOR Scratchpad Memory
User Memory
TUTOR Monitor Firmware
User EPROM
Not Used
PI/T Device (Iower byte)
Address of both ACIÀì s
Redundant mapping of ACIA's
A/D Converter
Hardware Multiplier
Reserved for other user devicesNot used
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A 12 bit A/D system vras designed which gives an accuracy

of 0.0244e". For a signar range of t,z.s vorts, this gives a

resoLution of 1.22 milrivolts. The playback time signal
which is bandrimited to 1000 Hz (50 Hz EEc recording time),
is sampled at 2.56 kHz. The aperture time of a sample and

hold ß/n) is given by ß/ú. where ß refers to Ehe e/o reso-
lution 1/zn and f the maximum frequency of the bandlimited
signar. For a 1000 Hz bandlimited signal and a 12 bit reso-
lution, the aperture time is therefore restricted to 77 na-

noseconds or less. The AD583 sample and hold (9) satisfies
this restriction with an aperture of 50 ns.

Totarìconversion time including the s/n settling time is
35 nicroseconds, 10 nicroseconds settling time and 25 micro-
seconds (maxímum) for tlne aio conversion. Thus if desired,
the sarnpring rate can be increased to 28.5 kHz or other
channel-s can be processed by t,he same converter.

Two control pins (coNvgnr srARr and sTATUS) start the di-
gitizing process and interrupt the processor when converted

data is avairable. À cLock of 2.s6 kHz generates a 10 mi-
croseconds CoNVERT STÀRT signal to tt,e a,/o which asserts the
sTÀTUs signal. conversion starts when the CONVERT srART

signal goes 1ow (rig 211, The 10 microseconds pulse pro-
vides the tirne for the s/u to settle. The srATUs signal
goes low when the conversion is completed allowing the s/n
to resume tracking and induce a system interrupt (5800 IRe)

via the edge sensing circuit. A data read clears the inter-
rupt signal.
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This configuration imposes rittre overhead for the
processor which needs onry to read the data as it becomes

available. upon poner up, the 69000 initializes its buffers
and interrupt vector before responding to the 6g00 rRe in-
terrupt. This interrupt is autovectored using the address
located in the exception vector tabr.e at address s7o.

The feature extraction al-gorithms require many multipli-
cations. A 16-bit hardware multiplierr/accumulator was thus
added to increase the FE board's speed. The 11s ns nulti-
pry/accu¡nurate time of the murtiplier make computation of
processes such as autocorrelation a simple transfer of array
values td the device. Data is murtiplied and summed auto-
mat ically.

Data is first loaded into the x register (clocked by

cKx), and then into the y register (clocked by cKy). Murti-
prication is initiated automaticalry upon loading data into
the Y register (rig 2zr. Àsserting cKp wiLl load or accumu-

late the results into the output register. The xrp register
(eig. 22) contains three additional bits (sign extended to
16 bíts) giving more accumulation capability and can be used

for overflow detecÈion. Register addresses are shown in Ta-

ble 2. Four control signars, monitored as the data is load-
êd, conf igure the murtiprier. À register (ur,srer) is loaded

by the cPU to determine the values of these signal.s before
any processing is undertaken. The control signars ares
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bit 0 - Acc (Accumulate): Brben thi.s'båt i.s low, the nur-
tiprication result is loaded 'directly ånto th,e output reEis-
ter. A 1 places the nurtiplier in the acc¡muration mode.

The resuJ.ts of the multiplicaÈion are adËled or subtracted to
the contents of the output register (see bit 'l - SUB).

bit' 1 - suB (subtract): T{hen ACC is higb, the results of
the nultiplication are added to the o'utput register if suB

is low and subtracted from the output reEistêr if suB is
high. !Íhen ACC is low, SUB is ignoreÉ!.

åit 2 - RNÐ (nound): å one at tàis posd.ti.on results in
the rounding of the ouÈput register. The lcast significant
bit of the most significant word (upper 1G,bit,s) of the out-
put register is adjusted by adding a 1 to t'he most signifi-
cant bit of the reast sigmif icïÍrt rord {lo¡rer 16 bits).

bit 3 - TC (fwo's complement): å.Low at bá.t 3 results in
treating the data as unsigned integers, wlei.le a high rilr
have the data processed as two's compl.ement Dl¡mbers.



$2000À

s20008
$2000c

$20008

XTP
XTP + MSW

MST{
MSll + LSW

LS$T

STÀTUS
YIN

XIN
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DÀTA SIZE

I
16

16

TABLE 2

Àddressing the Multiplier Registers

READ DATA SIZE t,{RI TE

16
32

16
32
15

XIN - X register.
YIN - Y register.
LSW - Least siglificant word of the output reg
l!!! - 119!t signif icanr word of rhe outp-ut ,"gí
XTP - XTP register (16 bits).

i ster .
ster.

3.2 SOFThTARE

The .68000 software routines were deveroped using a Moto-
rola cross-assembler availabre on the university of Manitoba
Àmdahl mainframe.. The object code, stored in s-format code,
is decoded by the ECB's when downloaded from the host. The

cross assembler features include macrosr conditional assem_

bly (11) and labels which are used to define system vari-
ables.

once a routine is assembled and downloaded into the edu-
cational board, the TUTOR firmware provides commands for
displaying and nodifying memory and internar registers, for
program control and executioni an editor/assembler for modi-
fying codei and access to TUTOR routines via the TRAp #14

instruction (chapter 5 of ECB user Manual g). The original
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source on the host need only be changed for major changes or
once the routine has been debugged using the on-board assem-

blerr/di sassembler .

À fixed point arithmetic, where the Lower 12 bits form

the fractional portion and the upper L bits the integer, was

chosen for both boards. Thus the EEG signar is digitized to
values between t(1.0 - 1/2121, T{hen multiplying two 16 bit
values, the 32 bit result has its decimar point located be-

tween bits 23 and 24. The leftmost I bits form the integer
while the lower 24 bits form the mantÍssa. when a 32 bit
result is truncated to 16 bits, the totar result shourd be

\

shifted left by 4 bits. The variabl-e FXpr has been defined
to arlow the user to change the position of the decimal
point. The label indicates the number of leftmost bits
which define the integer portion of the 15 bit varues.
Presently it is set to q. The variable oNE and MTNONE

should be changed along with Fxpr to give the values 1.0 and

-1 .0 relative to the decirnal point.

3.2.1 Feature Extraction Software

The memory map for the FE board RAM is shown in Tabre 3.

Two data buf fers (256 bytes) are used as swínging buf fers
for processing the digitized data. Eight kirobytes of RÀM

($1000-S2FFF) is reserved for program development. The rou-
tines and tables containing hamming window coefficients and

coefficients used in computing the power density spectrum
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also occupy this space. Once the routines have been de-

bugged, they can be saved on EPROM resulting in a system op-

erating independently from the host.

TÀBLE 3

Memory Map of the FE Board RAM

s0000
$0400
$0e00
$1000
$3000
$31 00
$3200
$3A00
s4 000
s41 0Q
$700 0

$03FF
$08FF
$0FFF
$2FFF
$30rF
$31FF
$39FF
$3FFF
$40FF
s6FFF
$7FFF

Exception vector table
TUTOR scratchpad RAM
Not used
Feature extraction routines
First data buffer
Second data buffer
Scratchpad RAM for routines
Routine communication memory
F'eature set memory
Not used
Reserved for system stacks

The scratchpad RÀM is used for processing by the routines
while the communications memory is reserved to pass data

from one routine to another. For exampre, the routine pt{DEN

saves the power density spectrum in the communication memory

for the routine FEATRS which computes the spectral features.
Table 4 shows the addressíng scheme of the feature set for
an AR model order of 20. The feature set occupies less

space for smaller model orders.

A set of system variables are defined to allow changes to
be made easiLy to routines. Às research continues, parame-

ters can be easily modified by changing labels. For example

the data buffers can be doubled by changing the values of
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TÀBLE 4

Feature Set Memory Allocation

Va1ue Stored

Model order
6z

ÀR coefficients
Terminator (0000)
Power in Bands
Power Ratios
Max SpecÈral Features
TerminaÈor (0000)
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Number of Bytes
Occupied

2
2

40 (max)
2

12
12
I
2

$4 000
$4002
$4004
$4 02c
$4028
$403À
$4 045
s4048

$400 1

$4003
$4028
$402D
$4 039
$404s
s404D
$4 04F

DTBUFl and DTBUF2 for proper addressing of buffers and the
values BFLNGT and N so that the routines wirl access zs6
data points instead of 128. Certain values will not change
such as the rabers used in addressing the rnultiprier regis-
ters. Àppendix B contains the tist of arr variables used by
the feature extractor software.

À feature extractor system was implemented with the pro_
gram FETEXT (see Figure zg). rt initiarizes the FE subsys_
tem, prompts the user for the model order (2 characÈers) and
controls feature extraction using the AR moder with Durbin,s
argorithm. After the model 0rder has been entered, process_
ing begins by striking the rB' on the keyboard. striking
the character 'E' wirr end the processing. Àfter each suc-
cessful extraction, the feature set is transmitted to the
Tc/sA board, the character 'o' is sent to the terminar, the
register A0 is creared, and the next epoch is processed.
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The registers 40, A6, D7 have special purposes for EEG

epoch feature extraction. All other registers are available
for use by each of the subroutines. Ao is used to preserve
the address of the data buffer being processed whire the
other data buffer is being filled by the interrupt data ac-
guisition routine Aceurs. once buffer processing is com-
preted A0 is cleared. The data acguisition .rout,ine verif ies
that A0 is cleared (processing ended) before loading into A0

the address of Èhe buffer just firled. The main routine
also uses À0 as a flag to indicate when analysis can begin.

calling the forlowing seguence of subroutines will ex-
tract features from the epoch data addressed by A0 using the
AR model and Durbin's argorithm¡ MEÀN, HAlrf!{D, DURBTN,

PI{DEN' FEATRS. To èhange to another model or algorithm,
this sequence of subroutines must be changed. Appendix B

contains the description of al-l subroutines developed for
the feature extractor.

A6 and D7 are reserved for the data acquisition routine.
À6 is used for addressing the data buffer while Dz contains
the last terminating address to which A6 is compared. This
provides an indication that the data buffer is furr and

ready to be processed.

The implemented feature extraction system arso recovers
from errors using exception processing. A divide by zero
induces an exception automaticalry. TRÀp instructions ini-
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tiate exception processing for other errors. The TRApv in-
struction is used for detecting overfrow errors. TRAP #0 is
invoked if Durbin's filter becomes unstabre. TRÀp #1 is in-
voked when the data acguisition routine ACeurs has filred a

data buffer and feature extraction of the other buffer is
not yet completed (register À0 not cleared). Each exception
transmits to the terminar a character as shown in Table 5

and an error command to the rc/sA board. Epoch feature ex-
traction is then resumed.

TÀBLE 5

Error Detection by FETEXT

Character Transmitted
to Terminal

Type of Error

Filter unstable (TRAP #0)
Data Buffer Overflow (fnep 1 )
overflow error (rnepv)
Divide by Zero

3.2.2 TC /SA Board Sof tware

Table 6 shows the memory map for the Tc/sA system RAM.

As in the case of the FE board, 8K of RÀM has been set aside
for development of software. production rule tables and the
decision weight matrix arso occupy this space. Buffers used

by terminal classification and syntactic anal.ysis routines
are also defined as shown in Table 6.

1

2
3
4
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Terminal crassifícation on the TC/sA board is initiated
upon the reception of an epoch's feature set. rt is per-
formed as a background task (processor interrupted when a

feature set is received) while syntactic anarysis operates

in the foreground. TerminaL classification must not occupy

the furL 50 ms window to allow processing time for the syn-

tactic analysis.

TÀBLE 5

Memory Map f,or TC/SÀ Board RAM

s0000
s0400
s0900
$0FF0
$1 000
s3000
$40 00
$41 00
s4200
$4400
s4s00
s4600
s4A00
ss000
$6000
$7000

$03FF
$08FF
$0EFF
$0FFF
s2FFF
$3FFF
s4oFF
$41FF
s43FF
$44FF
$4 sFF,
$49FF
$4FFF
$sFFF
$6FFF
$7FFF

Exception Vector Table
TUTOR scratchpad
Not used
Status bytes
RAM for development of routines
Not used
Buffer for feature set
Working buffer for syntactic analysis
Work time buffer
Terminal circular buffer
Àrray for discriminant features
Correction weight, weight matrix
I{eight matrix
Record buffer
Record time buffer
System stacks

As in the case of the FE board software, parameters used

by Tc/sA routines are easily changed using labels. Appendix

B also contains the rist of labels used by both subsyst,ems.

The prograrn TCSA (tr'igure 241 initializes the TC/SA board for
processing and invokes syntactic analysis by calling the
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subroutine SYNANL. An interrupt from the board , s et/r in-
terrupts the syntactic anarysis and passes control to the
program TRcLs which does terminal classification. TRcLs

also updates the correction natrix and a dummy weight matrix
to allow the study of adapt,ation. This dummy weight matrix
is initialized with the values of the decision weight matrix
used for classification. The actual decision weight matrix
is thus not affected by the on going crassifications. After
an actuar EEG signar is anaryzed, the dummy weight matrix
r¡i1r contain decision functions modified by the analysis
classi f ications.

The classification code is stored in two terminal buff-
ers. one of them is used by the syntactic analysis subsys-
tem while the other stores the last hour of epoch crassifi-
cations. rf an error code is received from the FE board,
then the code TRIRR is stored in the terminal buffers and

crassification is bypassed. As the first terminal buffer is
filled, the syntactic ana}ysis routines will load its work-
ing buffer and corresponding time buffer where rnerging is
done. Results are then transfered to the record buffer.

Processing is not started untir the contror command

col-{srR is received f rom the FE board. upon the reception of
this command, bit 0 of the srATus byte is set by TRCLS to
start the syntactic anarysis and terminal crassification.
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Registers D0-D4, A0r and A1 have the following functions
f.or the syntactic analysis subsystems

DO gtorking offset register.
D1 Working offset register.
D2 Offset to the end of the symbol string.
Ð3 Offset of the start of the nixed string.
A0 Address of the work buffer.
À1 Àddress of the record buffer.

D0 - D4 are offsets in indexed addressíng of A0, and used to
access synbors in the work buffer. Register À1 is used to
store results of the syntactic analysis in the record buff-
€r. Time values, that is the number of epochs per symbol,
are stored using constant offsets from A0 and A1.
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SYSTEM TESTING AND EVALUATION

. The EEG pattern recognition system is a complex system
involving the implementation of heuristic methods. rt was

evaluated and tested to verify its performance and its timi-
tations. This evaluation consisted of three stages! simu-
I'ated data stage, database stage, and rear signal stage.

rn the first stage, programs on the Àndahl mainframe vrere

developed to create a simulated EEG epoch which was down-

loaded into the 68000 system. The 69000 feature extractor
then extracted features from this simulated epoch. rn par-
aLLeL, the Amdahr mainframe was used to extract features
from the same epoch. using the Àmdahl as a reference, the
feature extraction routines yrere tested to assure their
proper operation.

similarly, the terminal cLassifier nasking and classifi-
cation routines were tested by creating simulated feature
sets and decision routines. The Àmdahr programs always
served as a reference to which the 69000 routines results
were compared.

66
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On the other hand, the syntactic analysis subsystem vras

tested without any parallel processing on the Àmdah]. Àn

invented grammar and terminal sÈring provided the necessary

data for testing the proper operation of the syntactic anal-
ysis routines.

As part of this f i'rst stage of evaruation, the FE rou-
tines' processing times vrere measured using the pT./T timer
with the moder order 10. Table 7 shows these resuLts. BURG

with an 89.3 ms processing time can not be used for process-
ing the EEG signal at playback speed. As wirr be seen fur-
ther, Burg's algorithm offers no classification advantages

over Durbin's argorithm. Thus, it was not criticar that
Burg's algorithm is not avairable. However the time re-
guired for extracting features from an epoch using the ÀR

moder with Durbin's algorithm including data acquisition and

transmission of t.he feature set to the rc/sA board nas meas-

ured at 47.14 milliseconds. since 50 milriseconds is al.rot-
ed for processing one epoch, tbe maximum moder order that
can be used $rith the system is 10.

rn the second stage, EEG epochs from a database being de-
veloped at the university of Manitoba in conjunction with
the Hearth sciences centre were used to evaluate the feature
extraction methods and the 68000 system accuracy. À first
set of 368 epochs were used to test recognition capabilities
of four feature extraction methods: ÀR modeL using Durbin's
algorithm, AR model using Burg's algorithm, KzÀR moder using
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TÀBLE 7

Timing of FE Subroutines (Uodel order 10)

SUBROUTINE TIME
(milliseconds)

MEÀN
HÀM9TD
DURBIN
PT.{DEN
FEATRS
KZDAT
BURG
PWKZR
Data acquisition

( est imated )
Transmission of the
feature set (estima

2.24
3.49

20.90
14.20
3.30
1.70

89.30
15.80

3.30

0.82

Durbin's algorithm, and the KZÀR noder using BURG,s algor-
ithm. These epochs were divided into the fotrowing 6 class-
es: alpha (80 epochs), beta (eo epochs), theta (6s), spike
and slow (80 epochs), polyspike Q3 epochs), and artifact
(80 epochs).

stepwise discriminant anarysis produced the classifica-
tion resurts presented in TabLe I for three of the methods.

Durbin's algorithm was unstable for approximately 65eo of the
epochs when used with the KZAR model and therefore it was

not possible to obtain classification capabitíty for this
method. The figures in the table indicate the percentage of
correct classif ications.

ted )
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TABLE 8

ResulÈs of swDA comparing Feature Extraction Methods

CLASS ÀR/DURBT N AR/BURG

ALPHA
BETÀ
THETA
SPSLW
POLYSP
ÀRTIF

93.
92.
49.
71.4eo
67.2>o

82.5e"
93.19o
87 .09,
52.59o
71 .490
72.19o

KZÀR/BURG

94.1e"
93.190
74.190
67 .990
35.79o
63.9e"

19o

19o

69o

29o

84.

The KZAR model did provide better classification of the
spike and slow wave (spsr,w) bu! performed poorry vrhen cras-
sifying the polyspikes (por,vsp). Burg's algorithm offers no

increase in recognition capacity over the use of Durbin's
algorithm. The choice for the present recognition syst.em

configuraÈion which uses AR nodelring and Durbin's algorithm
was motivated by these results.

A second set of epochs were extracted from the database
to conform to t,he classes used in the system implementation
(Thorne's cl-asses). The set was not onry used in testing
the accuracy of the system but in the third stage of testing
to determine the decision functions used in terminar classi-
fication. The 504 epochs were divided the forrowing groups!
normal ( 1 19 epochs) , slow Og epochs) , low ampritude (s¿ ep-
ochs), fast (53 epochs), low freguency artifact (az epochs),
spike and slow wave (86 epochs), and spike (¡l epochs). The

swDA crassification natrix for this set is shown in Tabl,e g.
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TABLE 9

Classification Matrix

NT'MBER OF' CASES CTASSIFIED INTO GROUP -
NORM SLOW LOAMP FAST tOFÀRT SPSHW SPIKE

NORM
sLow
LOÀMP
F'AST
LOFART
SPSHI,I
SPIKE

83.2
81 .0
55.6
67.9
34. 1

60.5
38.7

3
1

0
0
7
4
2

1

1

0
5
0
1

13
52

5

0
0
1

36
0
1

1

6
22

1

2

9
64

6
1

12
I

10

99
0
7
0
0
0
0

I
1

30

0
I

10
9

28
10

1

system accuracy was tested by cornparing the feature ex-
traction results of the 68000 system to the ones generated

by the Àndahl system. Appendix c shows the error.carcura-
tions for 5 epochs one from each of the following crasses:
normal, fast, low frequency artifact, spike and wave, and

spike. Errors are generally within 1s to 20 percent except
for a few sensitive features.

The AR coefficients ranged in varue from o.ooz2 to 1.97

utilizing the whole range of the fixed point arithmetic
(t8.0 at a resolution of 0.0002441). tfhen computing the
smarl varue coefficients considerable error can be intro-
duced. For example, the fourth AR coefficients of the nor-
mal epoch was computed as 0.1479s by the 68000 system whire
the Àndahr produced a resurt of 0.0s054. since errors in
the autocorreration coefficients ïere restricted to the low-
er 1 or 2 bits, errors produced in the AR coefficients were

due to Durbin's algorithm.
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rnaccuracies of the AR coefficients can cause further
errors in the computation of the pDs. But the algorithm
used for carculating the pDs caused larger errors. The de-
nominator of eguation z.1g is usualry quite smarr in vaLue.
The 68000 system routine often produces zeto as its varue.
!{hen this happens the value $?FFF is stored in the pDs ar-
ray. The Amdahl results confirm that these varues should be

much smaller. The row freguency artifact, spike and wave,

and spike EEG epochs seem to be the nost sensitive to these
errors.

Errors in the first porrer band features and the slope
around the maximum feature are affected by these errors. rn
the case of the spike and wave epoch.features, the 5g000

system produced the values 23.44092 (power in first band),
18-26465 (power in the second band), and -6,34619 (slope
around the maximuñ) while the Àmdahr gave the corresponding
values 2.85986 | 3.q73G3, and 0.13623.

I{hil.e these errors can be guite large, crassif ication of
these epochs were correct indicating a robust system. The

results of the third stage presented below confirms this
fact.

The third and final stage of testing consisted of pro-
cessing an EEG recording independent of the database epochs.
The signal. processed contained various background activity
and paroxysmar signal.s. The second set of EEG epochs were
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system terninal classifier.
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decision functions used by the

Anarysis was performed for approximately s0 minutes of
EEG signal, that is roughry 2.5 minutes at playback speed.
The terminars and the syntactic analysis results were saved.
The resurts were then compared to the actuar signal by Dr.
P. ilayakar MD.

. The background activity which consisted mostly of ror¡

level signals and artifact was classified as either artifact
or row level signals. some sron' wave artifact was classi-
fied as slow. The syntactic anarysis regrouped this back-
ground activity into sections of artifact, normal activity,
low amplitude activity, and irregular sections.

There was considerable miscLassification of artifact into
isolated spike and. wave compJ-exes. There were also two oc-
currences of spike cLassification of artifact signars.
These misclassified artifact epochs did contain some spike
and sLow wave characteristics. Runs of J.arge ampritude row

frequency artifact were often cLassified as spike and slow
wave. The syntactic anarysis identified these regions as
paroxysmar signals (p¡Rox nonterminal). Missed signars con-
sisted of J.ow amplitude spikes and pseudo spikes which were

not detected by the systen. This reflects the poor classi-
fication of spike generated by the SWDA.
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Abnormal signals of the recording consisted of three
spike and wave complexes. The syntactic analysis properry
identified these sections as paroxysmal signals (penox non-
terminal). considering that the spike and wave performance

according to the swDA was only 60.5eo, the system performed
very well in identifying these abnormal signals.

This testing indicates that abnormal signals can be de-
tected by the implemented pattern recognition system. How-

ever, there are considerable misclassifications of artifact
which contain similar characteristics to other signars
(sIow, spike, spike and wave).

During another test, the syntactic analysis resurt buff-
ers (8r) were firled within 3 hours. The amount of signal
analyzed by the system can be increased by using the addi-
tional 4K of RÀM. (S3000-$3FFF) not used. The terminar buff-
er used to save one hour of resurts could arso be used to
save syntactic analysis resurts. Further, since the amount

of RÀM used by the syntactic anarysis output is dependent on

the impremented grammar, modifying the grammar may merge

terminals more efficiently. For instance, many irregurar
codes were not merged using the present system. They courd
be merged with adjacent symbols.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This thesis described a 68ooo EEG pattern recognition
system conposed of three subsystems: a feature extractor, a

terminar crassif.ier, and a syntactic analyzer. Besides the
first use as an analysis system for a singre channel of EEG,

the recognition system can be used as a deveropment system
for pattern recognition software. This real. time anarysis
is a first attempt at detecting not only certain EEG pat-
terns such as spikes, but in classifying the whol_e signar.

The on board debug tools and interfacing capability to a

host provides the toors needed for deveJ.oping and testing
EEG anarysis routines not only for the anarysis of one chan-
ner but can be used in developing a 4 channel system.

The present implemented anarysis system properly identi-
fied paroxysmar regions of an EEG signaÌ. However, it has

misclassified artifact and missed some spike and pseudo

spike signals. Furthermore, the feature extraction subsys-
tem's speed is stretched to the limit. The maximum ÀR moder

order is linited to 10 and onry Durbin's algorithm can be

used for feature extraction.

74
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Burgrs algorithm does not offer better classification but

does provide a stable argorithm and the option of the KZÀR

model. with the KZAR model, Durbin's algorithm is very un-

stabre. The KZAR model did increase spike and wave crassi-
fication but performed poorly with spike epochs. A more

comprete database is needed before a proper conclusion can

be made with respect to the KZAR modeL's lts€.

Recommendations can be divíded into two groups: crassifi-
cation technigue research and 68000 system hardware improve-

ments. with the compretion of the EEG database at the uni-
versity of Manitoba, terminal cLassification and feature
extraction should be improved. First the KZÀR model should

be properry tested and verified.¡ other known zeros can be

added to improve classification and even decrease the number

of poles requíred in the filter transfer function as Bohlin
(121 Ìías suggested. Efficient algorithms for the moving av-
erage autoregressive model should arso investigaÈed to de-

crease classification errors and model order.

since feature set definition is a treuristic process, oth-
er features should be developed and investigated. For exam-

pre, error features had been developed by Thorne (1 ) using

an inverse filtering technique. rt was found to improve the

detection of spikes. The adaptation scheme implemented in
the system needs to be investigated to see if on-going cras-
sifications can improve terminar cl.assification. The pres-

ent feature set could also be reviewed. F'or example, the



slope around the spectral maximum is computed by

values of s1 and s2. À more meaningful feature
sum the magnitudes, ls1 | + ls2l. This value

represent the sharpness of the spectral peak.
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summing the

would be to
would better

As a second step¡ the syntactic analysis should be stud-
ied to reduce the need for strict terninal classification
criteria. For instance when misclassifying a spike and slow

wave as artifact, it can be corrected when merged with sur-
rounding spike and ¡rave epochs which were properly crassi-
fied. The recognition system can be used to help develop
granmars used in synÈactic anaJ-ysis. Conditions and context
in which crassification errors occur can be determined by

examining the output of the terrninal crassifier. A grammar

can then be developed to absorb crassification errors from

the adjacent terminals.

Two hardware improvements are required by the recognition
system. The first one consists of increasing the Tc/sÀ RAM

so that more data can be saved during the analysis of EEG

signars. Àdding 128K provides enough memory to save arl
terminals of a 24 hour tape (86K) and the results of the
syntactic analysis.

The second hardware recommendation invorves increasing
the feature extractor board speed. changing the processor

to an I MHz 68000 wirl. at most increase the system speed by

2. For better improvement, a Dt'tA (ucga¿¿o) wilr increase
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the subroutines speed considerably. For exampre to compute

eLeven autocorrelation coefficients requires 2706 t,ransfers
from memory to the hardvrare multiplier. The 6g000 processor
uses 64t944 cycles to perform these transfers (16 cycles per
transfer plus overhead). Thus at a crock rate of 4 þftt2,

16.24 milliseconds is needed for these transfers. The

Mc68440 only needs 2 cycles per transfer or s412 cycles for
the cornplete autocorreration computation. using the same

system clock, the time reguired for the transfers wourd be

reduced to 1.35 nïttiseconds.
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This appendix describes hardware additions and mod'if ica-
tions made to the two ECB MotoroLa boards. The ECB user,s
manual (8) describes the boards and their functions in de-

tail.

4.1 ÀDDRESS DECODING FOR THE WIRE }TRAP BOÀRD

Figure 25 shows the address decoding circuit for the wire
wrap board. A decode signal E1 from the ECB is low when ad-

dressing the address segment $20000 - $2FFFF. gthen address

lines A7 to 415 and E1 are low the z4Ls13B decoder is en-

abled accessing thd region S20000-$2oo7P. A3 to A5 decoded

by the decoder divides this region into I byte segments as

TÀBLE 10

Decoding for the Wire Wrap Board

Decoder Output Àddress Segment

$20000-$20007, $20040- ç20047
$20008-$2000F, $20048-S2004F
$2001 0-$2001 7, S200s0-$20057
s2001 8-s2001 F, $200 s8-$20 0sF
$20020-$ 20027, s20 060-s 20067
$2 0028-$ 2002F, $20 068-$20 06F
s2 003 0-$ 20037, $20 070- ç2007 7
$20038-S2003F, 920078-S200?F

80

YO
Y1
t2
v3
Y4
Y5
v6
Y7
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shown in Table 1 0.

The 74LS138 provides active low signals.
A1 and A0 with the control signals R/fr, 63,
used for accessing device registers.

Address lines
and Eñ are

The 3-input oR gates provide seven data àcknowledge sig-
nars. These signals are active high. The acknowredge sig-
nar is clocked using a ?4Ls7q D flip flop by the system

cLock t,o meet processor specs (6).
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A.2 A CONVERTER

The EEG signal is assumed to be bandlimited to 50 Hz.
The playback signal (zo times faster) is then limited to
1oo0 Hz. À sampling rate of 2.s6 Kz provides 12g sampres

equivalent to 1 second of the real EEG signal.

Digitizing the signal to
ple and hoLd (S/n) aperture

12 bits requires a maximum sam-

time of 77ns.

| = ß / tt

ß-

f-

resolution of the

maximum freguency

a/o = t/zn
of the signal

The ÀDC5g3 s/u (9) meets the specifications with an aper-
ture time of 50 ns. rt wirl arrow an increase in.the band

of the signal to 1s50 Hz, that is an EEG bandrimited signal
to 78H2. À successive approximation e/o converter was cho-
sen for speed. Ttre ADCBo (10) algitizes within 25 microse-
conds and offers a two's comprement notation. This desired
option free's the processor from scaring the data.

Four sections compose the arlO system

converter, timing circuit, interface to
interrupt edge sensing circuit.

(rigure 26) z e/n

the 68000, and the

Digitization is initiated by a 10 microsecond cLock pulse
generated by a 55s timer. t{hen the clock signal asserts the
A/D coNvERT srART signal, the sTÀTUs signal also is asserted
but the digitization does noL start until the coNvERT START
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Figure 25: t/o Converter Circuit
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signal goes low (rigure 26r. STÀTUS remains high until the
digitization is comprete. connecting the a/o srATUs signal
to the s/H coNrnor, signal alrows the s/u to track the signal
until a sample is needed. The 10 microsecond pulse provides
the required settring time for the s/H before successive ap-
proximation is initiated.

R1 of the s/u is used to eriminate any dc offset. zero
adjust of the A/n converter is provided by Rz whire R3 ad-
justs the converter gain. connecting pins 14 and 12 to pin
11 of the arlo configures the device for an input range of
+2.5 volts. The two's comprement notation is obtained by

using the signar Brr 1 MSB as the most significant bit.

The output lines provide the digitized data after conver-
sion untir the next sample is taken. tl. buf fers eqLszqo,,
enable the 68000 processor to read the results. The enabre
signals EL and EU are generated using signars i!, R/fr, üæ
and tÓ3 (rigure 26). Data can be read at $20002.

A 14027 ¿/t< flip flop monitors the srÀTus signar for a

falLing edge asserting the GB00o rNT signal line with a low.
The flip flop is reset by ÀDÀcK when the data is read by the
processor. The 580.00 is interrupted only when data is
available freeing it from any x/D tasks,
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A.3 THE HÀRDWARE MULTIPLIER

The TRlt rDc1010J 1G bit murtiptier contains two 16 bit
input registers and a 35 bit output register used for accu-
muration. Data is clocked into the input registers by cKx
and cKY (rigure 22'). signals Tsx, TsM, and TSL wirl ouptut
the upper 3 biÈs, bits 16 to 31, and the lower 16 bits
(0-15) of the output register respectively when asserted
(set low). The results of the multiplication are clocked or
accumurated inÈo the output register by the cKp signal.
control signals Àcc, suB, RND, and TC (see chapter 3) con-
figure the nurtiplier and are clocked in by cKX and cKy.

Y1 , A2, and À1 are used to produce EN1, EN2, EN3. These

signals with R/fr, ffi3, and EDE wiII produce each of the con_
tror signals described in the above paragraph (rigure 27,) at
the addresses shown in Table 1 1. Delaying the.signal cKy
using two cMos uutrers (140s0) produces the cKp clock. The

delay allows rnuLtiplication to be done before the resurts
are transfered to the output register. when addressing the
xrP register, two octar buf fers o4Lsz44) are used to sign
extend the 3 bits to 16 bits.
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TÀBLE 11

Address Decoding for the Hard¡rare Multiplier

Address Read tgr i te
s20008
$2000c
$20008
s2000A

TSL
TS!{

cKx
cKY, CKP

cKc
TSX

A.4

The FE board dynamic RÀM is repraced by sixteen zo4g
(2kx8) static RÀM chips. The RAMEN signar from the ECB

board is used along with the ffi and L-DE to enable the
74Ls138 eíght bit decoders which decode lar, A13, A14. The

addressed RÀM device is enabled using the outputs of the de-
coders.

The FE board's refresh circuit is disabled by isolating
it from ttre processor bus request signals. cutting trace t-o

pin I of u46 disconnects the BR signal which is then tied to
high. The 1 vtl/,z crock cLocking the BGACK signal is disabled
by cutting the trace leading to pin 3 of U46.
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A.5 ADDING EPROMS

On both ECB boards, 2732 EPROMs are interfaced to the

system using the wirewrap areas. Unused gates available on

the ECBs are used for address decoding. The signals ÍT,
413, A14, 415, and R/1, places the EpROMs in the address

segment $C000 SDFFF (rigure 30). These signals were ob-

tained on the board as follows:

Y0 - pin 10 of V32

À13 pin 6 of. U33

À14 - pin 6 of U35

415 - pin 5 of U32

n/w - pin 5 of u33
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A.6 PARALLEL COMMUNICÀT.IONS

The Pr./r port B pararrer ports of each board are used to
transmit data from the FE board to the tc/sA board. The F'E

board port is configured as a double buffered output port
while the rcrlsÀ port as a doubre buffer input port. The two
handshake lines connected as shown in Figure 31 using an in-
terrocked handshake protocol to transfer data (see the data
sheet for the MC6B230).

To provide proper connection of the control signars, the
pins 1 and pin 5 of the edge connector of the FE board are
exchanged. The signal H4 of the FE board (and thus H3 of
the Tc/sA board) is asserted (high) when data is loaded into
the output register and thus present at the output pins.
the rcrlsA device will road the data into the data register
and assert its tt¿ signal which then indicates to the FE port
that data has u.en transfered. The transfer takes 300 ns
giving a byte transfer rate of 3.33 N*tz.

A simpre communications protocol is used since error free
transmission is assumed. The first word transmitted if po-
sitive is treated as a count indication of the number of
bytes in a record being transmitted. rf negative, it is
treated as a control command. Three commands have been de-
f ined ¡

coMsTR sFF00

coMEND $FFo1

coMERR $Fr02

(start processing),

(end processing),

(error detected).
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H3(
H4(
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TC/S

H û(FE)
H 3(TClSA)
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Figure 31: Parallel Communications
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coMsrR indicates to the Tc/sÀ board that feature extract,ion
has started, while coMEND indicates that processing has end-
ed. Ílhen an error in the feature extraction is detected,
then COMERR is transmitted to the TC/SA board.



Àppendix B

SYSTEM SOFTWÀRE

This appendix contains four sections describing the la-
bers used and the software subroutines deveroped for the
pattern recognition system. The first two sections gíve the
list of labers and subroutine descriptions for the FE sub-
system. The other two sections give the rist of labeLs and

subroutine descriptions for the other two subsystems.

The subroutine descriptions include initialization needed

before the subroutine is calIed, the registers and variabres
that are used by.the routine and any other subroutine it may

caLl. For more detailed information of the systen software
consult the fEEG Recognition systern software' manual (13).

95-
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8.1 FE LI ST

N (128) t¡umber of data points (data buffer size).
N1 (127) H - 1.

DTBUFI ($3000) address of the first data buffer.
DTBUF2 ($3100) eddress of the second data buffer.
Hlifç{D Address of the harnming window coef f icients.
ÀCOEFF ($g¡OO) address for storing autocorrelation

coefficienLs in the communications memory.

FEAT ($4000) eddress of the buffer containing the feature set.
P ($4000) Àddress of the system model order.
AI ($3300) rt¡e address of the array a( j, i ) f or DURBIN.

AR (S¿OO¿) fne address of the AR coefficients. '

GSQR ($4002) Àddress for storing of G2.

B1ÀDD ($3500) ¡ddress of the array b1.

BzADD ($3600) eddress of the array b2.

F¡(PT (4) Value used to determine where the decimal

point is located in the 16 bit fixed point

numbers.

AMMADD (S3700) Address of the array a(m,k) used by BURG.

COSIW Address of the values 1/2cos(ioT) used in

computing the PDS.

PI^ICOS Àddress of the values 1/2(1-cosr¡T) for pDS

computation when using the KZAR nodel.

PDS ($g¡OO) eaaress of the power density spectrum.

ROw ($3300) ¡aaress of the array 7(i).
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BFLNGT (¡l*2) tength of data buffers in bytes.
TUTOR Q28) Trap #14 function number return to monitor.
GETNUMD (225) fnep #l¿ function number - convert decimal

ÀSCII number to hex.

OVERR (0) Trap number if buffers overflow.
vEcrNT ($70) rnterrupt vector location for (rNr) (data

acquisition).
vEcovF ($1c) rnterrupt vector rocation for the TRApv

instruction.
vEcERR ($80) rnterrupt vector location for the TRAP #0

instruct ion .

vEcDrv ($14) rnterrupt vector location for the divide by

zero trap.
vEcBov (s84) rnterrupt vector location for the TRAp #1

instruct ion .

coMsrR ($FFO0) communication control word - start processing.
coMEND (sFF01 ) communication control word - stop processing.
coMERR ($FF02) communication control word - error encountered.
BUFF ($7000) guffer used in communications with terminaL.
ONE (S1000) value representing 1.0.
IIIINONE ( $F000 ) value representing -1 .0.
STKPNT ($8000) value for initializing the system stack pointer.
ÀDDATA (S20002) ¡ddriss of ourpur of. e/o sysrem.

PORTI (S10040) address of the terninal acia.
ATscL ($FFO) Location for saving autocorrelation scale value.

***************Address of multiplier registers**************

rnput registers: XrN (4) , yrN(2) , MLSTAT (1).
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Output, registers¡ XTp (0), MSw (21, LSw (4).
Multiplier base address: MULT (S2000À).

tÈ*****************Address of Pr/T registers*****************

PITADD ($1OOO1 )

PGCR (O)

PSQR (pCCn+Z)

PÀDDR (pSQn+Z)

PBDDR (p¡oon+z)

PCDDR (pgopn+z)

PrvR (pcoon+z)

PACR (prr¡n+Z )

PBCR (pecn+z)

PADR (pscn+Z)

PBDR (peon+z)

PcDR (pgon+e)

PSR (pCon+2)

rc (s10020)

Base address of device.

Port controL register.
Port service reguest register.
Port A data direction register.
Port B data direction register.
Port C data direction register.
Port interrupt vector register.
Port A control register.
Port B control register.
Port A data register.
Port B data register.
Port C data register.
Port status register.
Address of timer.

Note that the murtiprier and pr/r registers are addressed by

using the variables as offsets from the base addresses (ex-
cept for TC).



8.2 FE SUBROUTINES

GETCHR: Obtains a character
ter is returned in the lower

Register used: D0.

Variables used: pORT1.

from the terminal.
byte of register D0.
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The charac-

DMPCHR: Transmits the character found in the rower byte of
the register D0 to the terminal.

InitiaLization: D0 - character to be transmitted.
Registers used: D0.

Variable used: pORT1.

SNDMES: Transmits a message to the terminal. The message

in memory should be terminated with the byte $F.F.

Initialization: ÀS - address of the message.

Registers used: D0, A5.

Subroutines used¡ DMpCHR.

IIEAN: This subroutine computes the mean of an N word array
and subtracts that mean from the erements of that array.

rnitialization: Ao - address of the N-word array
(preserved).

Registers used: A1, D0, D1, DZ.

Variables used: N

Note t,hat division by 129 is performed by a shift operation.
If N is changedr so must the shift operation.



HAlvtWDs The data

hamming window.

Initialization:
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array of N elements is passed through a

AO - address of the N-word array
(preserved).

A2, À3, D0, D1.

, MULT ,MLSTAT, XIN, YIN, MS[^l,

Registers used:

Variables used:

À1 ,

HMT,{D

FXPT

KZDAT: This subroutine takes the data array and passes it
through the inverse of the zero at dc.

tnitialization: A0 - address of the N-word array
(preserved).

Registers used: À1, D0, D1.

Variables used: N.

AUTCRI: The p+1 autocorrelation coefficients are computed

and stored in the communications memory at address ÀcoEFF.

The results are scafea down such that r(0) <

value (number of shif t,s) is stored in ÀTSCL.

tnitialization: A0 - address of the N-word data buffer
(preserved).

Registers used: A1 - À5, D0, D1, D2, D3.

Variables used¡ MULT, MLSTÀT, N, yIN, XIN, ÀCOEFF, p,

ATSCL.

DURBIN: Using the autocorrelation
DURBIN calculates the AR coefficients
number of coefficients is determined

computed by AUTCRI,

and the value G2. The

by the value stored at



location P. The

ray.

Initialization:
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results are stored in the feature set ar-

À0 - address of daÈa buffer
(preserved).

À1 - À5, D0 - D6.

Àr, AcoEF, P, AR, GSoR, MLSTÀT, MSW,

xrN, YIN, MLSTAT, ATSCL, FXPT, ONE,

MINONE.

Regi sters

Var iables

used:

used:

Subroutiness ÀUTCR1.

BURG: using BURG's algorithm, the AR coefficients (number

determined by model order found at address p) and the value
ç2 are calculated and stored in the feature set.

tnitialization: ÀO - address of data buffer
(preserved).

Registers: A1 - À5, D0 - DG.

variabres: t.tuùt, xrN, yrN, MLsrÀT, Mssr, B1ADD, B2ADD,

Al,tMÀDD, N1 , ÀR, GSQR, N, FXPT.

PWDEN¡ From the ÀR coefficients the power density spectrum

is calculated and stored in the communications memory for
further cornputation of spectral features by the routine
FEATRS.

lnitialization: ÀR coefficients and G2 should be computed

and stored in the feature set memory at
locations AR and GSQR respectively.

Registers: À1-45, D0-D3.

Variables: MULT, MSlt, XIN, YIN, p, AR, ROI?, GSOR, pDS,

cosllt, MLSTÀT, oNE.
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PI{KZR: This routine carculates the power density spectrum

when the KzÀR model is used. rt calls pltDEN and then multi-
plies the results by the factors 1/z(1-cosr¡T).

lnitiarization: ÀR coefficients and G2 as in the case

of PWDEN.

Registers: À1-A5, D0-D3.

Variables: MULT, Msltf XIN, yIN, pDS, PWCOS.

Subrout ines: pI{DEN.

FEATRS: This routine will calculate from the

spectrum the spectral features and store them

array.

Initialization: The power density spectrum

PDS.

Registers¡ A1 -A4, D0-D5.

Variables: FEAT, PDS, p.

Subroutines¡ SUM.

power

in the

dens i ty
feature

addressed by

The subroutine suM computes power in frequency bandsSTJM:

for the subroutine

tnitialization:
FEÀTRS.

A1 - ,the address of the 1owest f requency

value in the band.

D1 the number of elements in the band

to be summed.

A2, D0, D1, D2.Registers: À1,

Note: The 32 bit result is returned in register D0.
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ACQUTS: This routine is invoked when the a/D interrupts the
processor. Data from the convertor is st,ored in the data
buffer addressed by À6. AceulS wirl automaticalry switch
buffers when one has been filled.

tnitialization: Interrupt vector at address $70.

address of first bufferÀ6 must contain

to be filled.
Interrupt mask

interrupts.
À6, D7.

cleared to accept A/D

Regi sters:
Variables: ÀDDATA, DTBUFI , DTBUF2, BF.LGTH.

INTOUT: Initializing
communication with the

output port. '

Registers: À0, D0.

Variables: PITADD,

rhe Pr/T 68230

'T1/SA board.

allows parallel
B is set as an

device

Port .

PGCR, PBDDR, PBCR.

TRNREC: A record, such as the feature set, is transmitted
to the Tc/sA board using a simple protocor (see appendix À).

¡nitiarization¡ D0 - number of bytes in the record.
A2 - Address of the record to be transmit-

ted.
Regi sters ! À1 , A2 ,. D0 , D1 .

Variables: pITADD.

Subroutines: TRNBYT, TRNWRD.
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TRNWRD: The 16 bit word located in register D0 is transmit-
ted to the TC/sA board. The register D0 is unaltered. The

high order byte is first transmitted before contror is
passed to the routine TRNByT to transmit the low order byte.

Initialization; D0 - Word to be transmitted.

A1 - Àddress of pIß device (preserved).

Variables: pSR, PBDR.

TRNBYT: À single byte, in low order
D0, is transmitted to the TC/SÀ board.

tnitialization: D0 - The byte to be

À1 - Address of the

Variables: PSR,PBDR.

STPCLK: This routine

er value into register
Registers! A1 , DO.

Variable: TC.

position of register

t ransmi t ted .

Pr./T device (plreoo).

disables the clock and loads the tim-
D0.

TNTCLK: The timer in the pr/T is initialized by roading the
count register r¡ith SFFFFFF. The crock is disabred first.
The clock can be sÈarted by loading S1 1 into the time con-
trol register. 

'

Register: D0, À1.

Variables: TC.
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8.3 TC '' SOFTI^IARE LABEL LI ST

*************Syntactic Ànalysis Variables**********rÊ********

I.IORBUF

TIMBUF

RECBUF

TMRBUF

($4100)

($1oo)

( $so0o )

($1ooo)

($1oo)

($08)

( Srr')
($20)

Àddress of working buffer.
Offset of time buffer from working buffer.
Àddress of record buffer.
Offset of record time buffer from record

buf fer.
LengLh of working buffer.
Value of first nonterminal code.

Value of irregular nonterminal code.

Number of symbols to be t,ransfered to record

buf fer .

Maximum nonterminal production rule merge.

Normal terminal.

Slow activity terminal.
Low amplitude activity terminal.
Fast activity terminaL.

Àrtifact terminal.

Sharp and slow Ì¡ave terminal.

Spike Èerminal.

Irregular terminal.

Normal nonterminal.

MXRUL (4)

***********codes for terrninals and nonterminals*************

!.TBLNG

TSTCD

IRREG

TRCNT

N ($0)

s ($1)

r($2)

F($3)

A (S4)

ssw ($5)

sPK ($6)

TRIRR ($7)

NOR¡-{ ( $8 )



sLo!,r ( $9 )

LOw (SA)

FAST (SB)

ÀRTIF ($C)

rsossw ($D)

rsosP (sE)

PÀROX ($F)

POLYSP ($10)
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SIow nonterminal.

Low activity nonterminal.
Fast activity nonterminaL.

Art i fact nonterminal .

Isolated sharp/slow wave activity nonterminal.
Isolated spike nonterminal.

Paroxysmal nonterminal_ .

Polyspike nonterminal.

*****************Terminal classif ication variables**********

T{RKARY ( $4500 )

FEÀr ($4000)

TERMI (26)

TERr'f2 ( 3g )

TERM3 (60)

cR¡,rrAD ( $4600 )

NEwwcr (s4A00)

IrxcNr ( s80 )

sÀvcÏ.s ($rF2)

TBSTR ($4400)

TBEND ($4s00)

STATUS (SFFo)

MSKSCL ($FF6)

******************Othef Vaf iables***************************

Address of discriminant feature array.
Àddress of feature set.
Offset used to address power features in
the feature set.
Offset used to address power ratios in
the feature set.
Offset indicating end of feature set.
Correction matrix address.

T.feight matrix address.

Maximum count before updating weight matrix.
Saving class number while restoring
regi sters.
Location to save masking scale value.

Start of c i rcul-ar buf f er .

End of circular buffer.
Àddress of status byte.
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STKPNT ($8000) value for initializing stack pointer.
coMsrR ($r'roo) communication control word start processing.
coMEND ($FF01) communication control word - stop processing.
coMERR ($FF02) communication control word error encountered.
TUTOR (SZZ8) Trap #14 function number return to monitor.
BGTRBF ($7000) start address of second terminal buffer.
ENTRBF ($7810) End address of second terminal buffer.
BFÀD ($FF4) ¡,ocation for storing second terminal buffer

address.

FXPT (4) varue used to determine where the decimal
point is located in the 16 bit fixed point
numbers.

PITÀDD, PGCR, pSeR, ... Variables for addressing et/r
registers (see the FE variable
list).

8.4 TClSa SUgROttt*tt

MÀsK: This subroutine witl mask the feature set using a
mask array. The power band varues being 32 bits long are
first examined to see if any of the discriminant ones are
larger Èhan 16 bits. rf so, a shift count is evaruated such
that all values shifted will occupy 16 bits including the
power band frequencies. The number of shifts is saved in
MSKscL. scaling wilr not affect crassification resurts as
all features are scaled.
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Initialization: Feature set stored at address FEAT.

Registers¡ D0-D3, A0-A3.

Variabl.es: FEÀT, MSKARY, TERMI , TERI,|2, TERM3, WRKARY,

MSKSCL.

CLASS: Using the discriminant
trix, epoch cLassification is
the class value in register D0.

tnitialization: A0 - Address of discriminant feature

array.

- Address of weight matrix
À0, À1, A3-A4.

features and

done by CLÀSS

the weight ma-

which returns

Regi sters !

Var iable :

A1

D0-D5,

MSKSCL.

rNTcoR: The correction matrix in initialized by setting the
varues of MAxcNT and SHFCNT and zeroing its erements.

Initializing: À1 address of weight matrix
A2 - address of correction matrix
D0 val,ue MttCNT

Registers: D0, D1, D2, À1-A4.

coRMAT: After a classification is done using cl,Àss, invok-
ing coRMar wirl update the correction matrix and the weight
matrix when enough classifications have occured.

tnitialization: D0 - class number

À0 - address of discriminating set

À1 - address of weight matrix
A2 - address of correction matrix

Registers¡ D0-D3, A0-A5.
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INTINP: Port B of the pr/T 68230 is initiarized as an inpur
port to accept data from the FE board. To enabre inter-
rupts, bit 2 of the port B contror register must be set as

werr as clearing the 68000 interrupt mask. Disabling the
interrupt consist of clearing the interrupt bit of the port
B control register and/or setting the system interrupt mask

such that interrupts from the device is ignored. The device

defaurts to interrupt vector number 15 (vector located at
address $3c). Before arrowing the first interrupt, this
vector must be initialized.

Initialization: The interrupt vector at $3C.

Registers: 40, D0.

Variables: PITADD, PBDDR, PBCR, PGCR, PBDR.

GETREC: The FE board wilr transmit a record where the first
word (z bytes ) indicate the number of bytes there are to
forlow. This routine wilr take the first word and then

store the record received in the feature set br¡tt.r.
Initialization¡ A1 - Address of feature set buffer.
Registers: D0, D1, Ð2, 40, 41.

Variables: PITÀDD

Subroutines: GETWRD, GETBYT.

GETWRD: This routine loads a word from port B of the pr/î.

The first byte is loaded into the high order byte of the low

order word of register D0. contror is then passed to GETBYT

to load the second byte in the low order byte of DO.

tnitialization: A0 Base address of pt/T (preserved).
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Registers;

Var iables:
À0, D0.

PSR, PBDR.

GETBYT: À singre byte from the 68230 port B is loaded into
the low order byte of register DO.

rnitialization: À0 Base address of pr/T (preserved).

Registerss 40, D0.

Variables: pSR, PBDR.

SYNANL: This subroutine controls the syntactic anarysis
process. rt monitors the status bit 0 of srATus. process-

ing starts when the bit is set and stopped after it is
creared. Results of the analysis are stored in the record
buffer and corresponding time buffer.

rnitiarization: A2, À3 - Addresses of circurar terminal
buf fer .

Registers: D0-D7, A0-A6.

Variables: STÀTUS, WBLNG, TIMBUF, TRCNT.

Subroutines: INITBUF, MRGTER, M,XSTR, ÀSSIRR, MRGINT,

MRGNT, FILLBF.

Macros: GETIM, AppEND.

INrTBUF/FTLLBF: Registers are initialized before processing

is started. D0 (gCpfl) and o1 (¡CprZ) are are both initial-
ized to the start of the buffer (0). Dz (gNopr) is initial-
ized to the value 0, the start of the work buffer. The reg-
isters À0 and A1 are loaded with addresses of the work

buffer and record buffer respectively. The work buffer is
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arso firLed with terminals as they become available. when

carling the subroutine FTLLBF, the initiatization process is
bypassed and the work buffer is filled with terminals.

Registers: À0 - À3, D0 - D4

Variables: WORBUF, RECBUF, WBLNG, TIMBF.

Macros: GETER, SÀVTIM.

MRGTER: IdenÈical synbols are merged in the

A table is used in determining the nonterminal

merged symbol is a terminal. The time buffer
nerging occurs.

Initializatíon: À0 address of work buffer
D2 offset pointing to the

symbol string.
D3 offset pointing to the

the mixed string.
Registers: À0, 44, D0-D6.

Variables¡ TBMTER, TIMBUF, TSTCD.

Macross GETIM, SÀVTIM, ADRTIM, ÀPPEND.

mixed string.
code when the

is updated as

(wonsun ) .

end of the

first symbol in

IIXSTR: Production rules are used to merge the mixed string.
Initialization¡ A0 address of work buffer (WOngUr).

D2 offset pointing to the end of the

symbol string.
D3 offset pointing to the first symbol in

the mixed string.
Registers: À0, A4, D0-D6.

Variables: I,4XPROD, TIMBUF.

Macros: LD!{RD, GETIM, SÀVTIM, ÀDRTIM, APPEND.
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ASSTRR¡ rsolated terminal codes not merged by the previous
two subroutines are assigned the rRREG code (sFF). Then the
TERF (D3) pointer is moved to the first terminal of the
mixed string.

rnitialization: À0 - address of work buffer (wongur).

D2 offset pointing to the end of the

symbol string.
D3 offset pointing to the first syrnbol in

the mixed string.
Registers: A0, A4¡ DZ-D6.

Variables: TSTCD, IRREG.

MRGINT: Identical nonterminals are merged in
nal string. As in all merges, the time buffer

Initialization: A0 address of work buffer
' D2 offset pointing to the

symbol string.
D3 offset pointing to the

the mixed string.
RegisÈers: À0, D0 - D6.

Variables: TIMBUF.

Macros¡ GETIM, SÀVTIM, ÀppEND.

the nontermi-

is updated.

(wonguF ).
end of the

first symbol in

MRGNT: using production rures from the list at address
TBMNT, the nonterminal string in the work buffer is reduced
always updating the time buffer.

rnitiatization: À0 address of work buffer (wongur).

D2 offset pointing to the end of the
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symbol string.
D3 offset pointing to the first symbol

the mixed string.
Registers: 40, A4, À5, DO-D7.

Variables: TBMNT, TIMBUF, MXRUL.

Macros: ÀDRTIM, SÀVTIM, LDWRD, ÀppEND.

****Syntactic Analysis Macros****

GETER \1
This macro obtains from the circular buffer the next termi-

nal incrementing A3 taking into account the end of the buff-
er. The byte is saved in the lower byte of the data regis-
ter tt\1 ".

sÀvrrM \l ,\2,\3,\¿
A symbol epoch time is stored in rocation \z * \3 + \4

where \2 is an offset data register, \a as a base address
register, and \4 is a const,ant of f set. \1 is the data reg-
ister containing the time value to be saved.

cErrM \1 ,\2,\¡,\¿
The time value addressed bv \2 * \3 + \+ (same definition

as for SÀVTIM) is loaded into the data register \1 .

ADDTTM \l ,\2,\9,\e

1n
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Here the ti¡ne count in \t is added to the time count ad-
dressed by \2 + \3 + \4 (same definition as for SAWIM).

ADRTTM \l ,\2,\9,\+
The time value addressed by \2 + \3 + \¿ (same definition

as f or sA\JlIru) is added to the value f ound in register \1 .

LDwRD \l ,\2,\3,\e
Two bytes are loaded into \1 instead of a singre one as in

GETER. The address of this word is \Z + \f * \4 where \2,
'\9, \¿ have the same def inition as in SA\ÆIM.

ÀPPEND

I{hen nerging, the symbol string is spJ.it into tro sections.
The APPEND nåcro rl11 append the end string to the first
one. D0 points to the location of the end of the first sec-
tion of the work buffer to which the end string is to be

moved. D1 points to the start of the end string. D2 points
to the enä of the end string.



Àppendix C

ERROR RESULTS

This appendix contains the error calcuration made for
five different epochs one from each of the forrowing class-
es: normal, fast, row frequency artifact, spike and slow and

spike. Each of the 27 feature varues are shown both in
hexadecimal and decimar form. The error value is taken as

the absolut.e value of the 68000 resurt subtracted from the
Amdahl result. The percent error shown is carculated from

the ratio of the error to the feature value produced by the
Àmdahl system.

'Four epoch error values are also determined: the maximum

error value, the maximum percent error¡ ên average error,
and an average percent error. The maximum error and maximum

percent error are the maximum varues found in the rast two

columns of the tabres. The average error is computed by av-
eraging the 27 feature error values. The average percent
value is computed by taking the ratio of the sum of the er-
ror varues to the sum of the feature values generated by the
Amdahl system
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TORHÀL EFOCH

AT,ÍDÀHL 680()O
HEX HEXCSQR s oO{Bp 00{04AR! s rE8¡2 F8828AR2 s 00CEA 00D5iAR3 s FFgrc FFSEBAR4 3 000CF OO25EARs s 00305 OO15BAR6 s 00123 0026sAR7 3 FFE18 rFD65AR8 r 0056F 005D7AR9 ! FFTED FF7ÀoAR10 : 0O2EE 0030s

FOetER BNDI : 002E8 OO3BC
POI{ER 8ND2: 00399 00{1À
POI{ER BND3: 007t3 0079t
POI{ER BND{ : 01 1 c8 01 1 a 6
POI{ER BNDS: 00073 0OO5c
POI{ER BND6: 000D8 000C6
nATIo BNDt¡ 00085 000D2
RATIO END2: 00080 000F9
RÀ?¡O 8ND3: 001C5 O01Cc
R^TIO BND|: 00a155 00419
RÀT¡o BND5¡ 0001C 00019
RÀTIO BND6¡ 00035 0002F
lrÀx Pot{ER : 00{5c 00403
?RQ OF t{Ax: 02200 02200
SLP OF I'tÀX! FFEBA FFEC{I oF PEAKS: 00003 0000?

A}IDÀHL
DECII'TÀL
0.29663

-1.t8389
0.807 1 3

-0.37598
0.05054
0. 1 8872
0.07104

-0.1191e
0.33950

-0.50¿ 6r
0.1831 1

0.18r6{
0.22485
0.rs386
1.11133
0.02808
0.05317
0.0¡a19
0.05{69
0.11060
0.27075
0.0058{
0.01294
0.27246
2. 1 2500

-0.079s9
0.00073

68000
DECII.!AL
0.28223

-1 . t0950
0.8 3228

-0.tt263
0.1r795
0.08472
0.1t966

-0. 1 6284
0. 36{ 99

-0.523{¡4
0. 1 8872
0.22168
0.25635
0. ¿7353
1 .07959
0.02637
0.0r834
0.052{9
0.06079
0.11230
0.25610
0.00610
0.011{7
0.25073
2.12500

-0.077 t 5
0.00171

ERROR PBRCENT
ERROR

{.8 6t
0. 38r
3. 12t

17 .732
192.75\
5s.1 1t

1 1 0.55t
36.68t
7.r84
3. 73t
3.07t

22.ort.
1r.01t
r.36t
2.86r
6.09t
9.597

1 8.78t
11.16t

1 .55t
5.{1t

10. 71t
11.32t

7 .97t
0.0t

3.07t
1 33. 33t

0. 01{{ 0
0.00562
0.02515
0.06665
0.0974 1

0.1 0{00
0.07861
0.04370
0.02539
0.01880
0.00s62
0.0{004
0.03149
0.01978
0.03174
0.001 71
0.00st3
0.008 3 0
0.00610
0.00171
0.01t65
0.00073
0.00 1 {6
0.021 73

0.0
0.00244
0.00098

llAXIHln{ ERROR VÀLUE: 0.l0t00t
¡.|AXItlttl,t t ERROR: 192.753623+
ÀvERÀcE ERRoR: 0.02{939
ÀvERAcE I ERROR: 1S.568727t,
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?AST EPOCH

À}IDAHL
HEX
003cc
ìv822
00009
000À1
00180
lrDc5
0031 B
IFE68
rFF27
00oDc
lt?5E
00088

68000
HEX

00388
FFB3À
rFTEO
OOOBA
0018D
?FDCI
00306
IFE7l
rFr35
000c2
rF793
0008D
0001 9
0000c
00078
00108
00 093
00193
0004 7
00022
00150
002Fc
001À5
00070
03200
00016
00005

åIIDAHL
DECI¡.|ÀL
0.23730

-0.30{20
0.00220
0.0393 1

0.09375
-0. 1 39{0

0. 1 9{09
-0.09888
-0.05298

0.053?1
-0.5355¿
0.0339{
0.006s9
0.00366
0.031 25
0.06557
0.0 3979
0.09{?3
0.0 1 807
0.01 001
0.08691
0.18262

58000
DECIüAL
0.2rr1 4

-0.2983r
-0.0078 1

0.0r5{1
0.09692

-0.1 3955
0.18896

-0.097r 1

ENROR PERCENT
ERROR

2.88t
1 .93t

a55. 56t
1 s. s3t
3.39t
0. t8t
2.64T^
1.r8t
6.r5%

1 1 .82t
1 .69r
1.{{8
7.a tt

20.00r
3.91r

GsoR t
ARl t
AR2 t
An3 3

ânl 3

lRs 3

AR6 t
AR7 3

fRB rân9 r
AR10 r
FOT{ER BIÍDI ¡
PO}IER END2:
POI{ER BND3:
POIIER ENDI ¡
POTIER BNDs:
PO¡|ER BND68
RATIO BND1:
RåTIO BND2:
NATTO IND3:
RATIO BND{!
nÀTlO BNDSs
NATIO BND6s
Hàx ÞOnER s

IRQ OF HÀXs
SLP OF tlÀXs
I OF PEAßS3

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
03
00
00

018
00F

-0
0

-0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0

.0{955

.0r736

.32661

.03rr2

.0061 0

.00293

.03003

.06519

.03s89

.098 39

.01 733

.00830

.08594

.18652

.10278

.02734

.1 2500

.00537

.00122

0.00684
0.00586
0. 01 001
0.006 1 0
0.003 1 7
0.0002r
0.00s 1 3
0.001 {6
0.003r 2
0.0063s
0.0090 3
0.000{ 9
0.000¿ 9
0.0007 3
0.o0122080

l0D
0A3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

00r 9
039 1

0 365
0073
01 71
0098
039 1

07 57

0. ?lt
9.422
3.87t
4.05t

17.07t
1.121
2.1r\
6.8 6r
4.271É

18r
0{À
029
16¡
zEC
1Cr
075
200
0'l I
003

0.
0.
3.
0.
0.

110
o28
125
00r
000

35
56
00
88
73

0.00 1 22
0.0

0.00 0{ 9
0.000{9

0.0f
1 0. 00t
66.67t

tlAxl¡.fu¡.| ERROR vAt¡UEs 0.01 0010
llAXIHlrl,t t ERROR¡ 155.555556t
tvER^cE ERRORS 0.00317{
AVERAGE t ERROR: 2.571805t
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fpf{ FREQI ENCy ARTI rÀCT EPOCH

GS9R
àR1
AR2 t
AR3 ¡
ÀR4 :
AR5 t
ÀR5 :
AR7 :
ARB 3
ÀR9 r
AR10 !
PO¡{ER BNDI s

PO¡IER BND2:
POWER END3:
PO¡{ER 8ND4 s

POT{ER BNDs !
POÍ{BR BND6:
RATTO BNDI:
RAT¡O END2¡
RåTIO BND3:
R¡ìT¡O END|:
RATTO ENDS:
NAT¡O BND63
¡IAX POT{ER :
?RQ OF I{AX:
SLP OF }'IÀX:

' 
OF PEAXS!

AHDAHL 69000HEX HEX
3 0094F 0098C
t

A¡t{DÀHL
DEC¡¡.lAL
0.58179

-1.22705
0. 1 9653
0.13330
0.1r526

-0.68384
0.6251 9

-0. 1 1816
-0.0a370
-0.16870
0.20654
2.8s985
3.{7353
0. 32935
0. 1 3257
0.07837
0.12964
0.20a 35
0.24829
0.023{{
0. 00952
0.00562
0.00928
1.21582
0.50000
0.13623
0.00073

68000
DEC¡HÀL
o.62012

-1.22217
0. 1 9604
0.11890
0.1 606r

-0.69580
0.61 597

-0. 1 0767
-0.03857
-0 .1877 4
0.22241

23.14092
1 8. 26{ 5s
0.3 1 006
0. 1 2305
0. 0? 715
0.'t1963
0.27686
0.21558
0.00342
0.00122
0.00073
0.00122
7.99976
0.62500

-6.3a61 9
0. 00098

PERCENT
ERROR

6. 59t
0.403
0.25t

10.91e"
1 0.59t

1 .75t
1.522
g. gge.

1 1 .73t
11 .292
7.69e.

7 1 9.5st
t25.8 I t

5.86?
7 .19e"
1 .56C
7.722

35. ,|¡ge.

13. l8t
45.r24
97. 1ge"
86.96å
86.8{t

557 .97e"
25.00e"

4758.42t
33.33t

ERROR

FECSE î8C72
00325 00323
00222 00187
002s3 00292
ITsOF rF{DE
00A02 009D8
FFElC IFE47
IFF{D TrF62
FFDI¡D FFCFF
003{E 0038F
02æ,2 17?08
0379{ 1213c
005t5 00rF5
0021F 00'tF8
00141 0013C
00213 0018A
00345 00,t¡5E
003F9 00373
00050 0000E
00027 0000s
00017 00003
00026 0000s
01 37¿ 07FFF
00800 00A00
0022E. F9À75
00003 0000r

0.03833
0. 00488
0.000¿9
0.01r40
0.0 I 538
0.01196
0. 009s2
0.0't050
0.00s13
0.01904
0.01587

20.58 1 05
1r.79102
0.01929
0.009s2
0.00 1 22
0. 01 001
0. 0 72s'l
0 .0327 1

0.02002
0.00830
0.00{88
0.00806
6.78394
0. 1 2500
6.48242
0.0002{

ilAx¡r.ttl,r ERROR VALUE: 20.581055
tlAXIl,nH t ERROR: a71g.4ZZg3g\
AVERAGE ERRoR: l.g.tB359
AVERAGE t ERROR: St5.256355t
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TPITE AND IIÀI'E EPOCH

GSQR T
ARl I
ARz tÀR3 r
ARI t
AR5 t
AR6 :
An7 Ê

ARB ¡
AR9 3

ÀR10 t
POI|ER BND1 ¡
Þo¡TER END2 s

PONER BND3:
PO9IER 8ND' !
POWER BND53
PO¡{ER BND6 s

RÀTIO BND1 s

RÀTIO BND2¡
RÀTTO END3s
NåTIO ENDI¡:
RÀ?IO BNDS:
NATIO BND6:
l,lAX tÐwER 3

fRQ OF ll X¡
SLP OF t{ÀX!
I OF PEAKS:

AIIDÀHL 68000
HEX HEX
00A25 008t2
rE2OE FE{OE
01288 00E,27
rFA3F FFE82
00r82 001 18
IF7A3 FFBl3
00821 00386
tFDtE 0021f
ITECB FFC75
00oDD 0001F
00065 00181
OA62D lTFFC
0E659 1890F
018¡5 012R3
0090F 007CA
00308 00332
002A6 00252
00308 003F5
00{3{ 003c9
0007F 00025
0002À 0000F
00008 00006
0000c 00004
OIsCF OTFFF
00A00 00C00
IED3E TDA11
00001 00003

AT.IDAHT,
DEC¡T.IAL
0.631 03

-1.E7158
1.15967

-0.3s962
0.28 1 7¿

-0.52271
0.51 1r7

-0.16816
-0.075r{
0.05396
0.02{90

1 0.38599
1 r. 3967 3

t . ?0r59
0.5661 6
0.1894s
0. 1 5553
0.18945
0.26270
0.03101
0.0102 s
0.00 3112
0.00293
1.3630{
0.62s00

-1.17236
0.0 002{

68000
DEC¡t.lAL
0.7036 1

-1 . ?a658
0.88{ 52

-0.09325
0.068 35

-0.30786
0.22021
0.12915

-0.2214r
0.007 57
0.09399

3'1.99902
30.566 1 5

1.18042
0. r8682
0.19971
0. 1.s02
0.2{756
0.2 3 657
0.00903
0.00365
0.001r6
0.00098
7.99976
0. 75000

-2. 37085
0.000 7 3

ERROR

21.61 30{
1 6. 1 6943

PERCENT
ERROR

't0.97t
6. 68r

23.73t
74.07T.
75.7 4e"
{t.10t
55.9st

1 ?6.67t
I 93. s3È
85.97t

277.r54
208. 1 0t
1 12.31t
30.75t
1{.01t
5.r1t

12.39t.
30.67r

0.06958
0.12500
0.27515
0.25536
0.2 I 338
0. 21¡¡8{
0.29126
0.297 61
0.1{500
0.0r539
0.06909

o.52e17
0.0793s
0.01025
0. 020s I
0.058 I 1

0.02612
0.02 I 97
0.00659
0.00 1 9s
0.00 1 95
3.63672
0. 1 2500
1.198r9
0.0004 9

9.9
70.8
64.2
57. 1

65.6
83.3
20.0

102.2
200.0

{t
7+
9t
¿t
7+
5t
0t
3t
0t

llÀxttruu t BRRoR¡ 277.150980t
ÀVERÀGE ERRORS 1.685511
åvERÀcE t ERROR: 1a4.958969t
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sPIIE EPOCH

^¡.IDAHL 
68000

HEX HEX
: 029A3 02DBC

AI,IDAHL
DECI¡.{AL
2.60229

-1 .68579
1 .07319

-0. | 1 528
0.1 628a

-0.21121
0.32397

-0.052{9
-0,28247
0.33301

-0.17310
1{.5610{
r.11616
3.07275
3.36279
0.5263 7
0.75562
0 .27 637
0.07 ?88
0.05835
0.06372
0. 01 001
0.01.{0
5. r5948

0.0
-2.09399
0.000r9

68000
DECII.IÀL
2.858{ 0

-1.62329
0.93r81

-0.28979
0.08179

-0.18213'0.25854
0.01 318

-0. 3 1 557
0.32788

-!.16284
27.a3286
5.37866
3.1a990
3.218 7 5
0.53s1 6
0.70630
0.33911
0.066a 1

0.03882
0.03979
0.00559
0.008sr
7 .99976
0. 1 2500

-0.37744
0.00073

PERCE¡IT
ERROR

9.8 {ã
3.71C

12.922
30.224
tt9.7ge"
24.agT^
20.20t

125.124
1 I .75t

1 .54t
5.924

88.40t
30.66t
2.51t
r.282
1.67?
6.5 3t

22.70t
1¿.73r,
33.47t
37.5st
3{. 1 st
r0.68È
a6.262

0.0t
81 . 98e"
50.00t

GSQR
ARf
ÀR2
AR3
ÀR{
AR5
AR6
AR7
AR8
AR9
ARl O

POÍ{ER BND

0 . 256't 0
0.06250
0.1 3867
0.12519
0.081 0s
0.05908
0.0651 3
0.05567
0.03320
0.0051 3
0.01025

12.87 183
1.26221
0.077 I 5
0. 114 0r¡
0.008 79
0.0r 932
0.0627r
0.01 1r7
0.0 1 9s3
0.02393
0.00 31 2
0.00586
2,53027
0. 1 2s00
1 . 7'l 655
0.00024

IRROR

POWER 8ND23
POWER BND3s
POWER BND4s
FOHER BND5s
POIIER BND6:
RÀTIO BND1 s
RAT¡O BND2s
RÀTIO END3:
RÀTIO SNDI:
RÀTIO BNDS:
RATIO BND6:
tlAX PO¡{ER s

FRQ OF HÀX:
SLP OF lrlåX:
I OF PEÀT,S:

18507 F8607
0112D 008F5
FF95B FFBsD
00298 001aF.
?FCzI FFD16
0052F 00t23
FFF29 00036
FFBTB TFAF3
00s5¿ 0053r
rFD3B FFD65
OESTÀ 1B6ED
0{'lDD 0550F
0312À 03266
035C8 03380
0086c 00890
00c17 008{D
00a5c 0056D
0013r'00110
0008F 0009F
00105 000À3
00029 00018
00038 00023
05783 07rFF
00000 00200
PDETF FF9F6
00002 00003

I

l.

}|ÀxINtttt ERROR VALUE! 12.871A26
llÀXIHInf t BRROR: 125.116279+
AVERÀGE ERROR: 0.73388?
lvERÀcE t ERRORs 62.082734t-




